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ABSTRACT

TOPOGRAPHY OF TRANSFER RNA BINDING SITES ON THE

ESCHERICHIA COLI RIBOSOME:

A CROSS -LINKING STUDY USING

AZIDOADENOSINE- SUBSTITUTED TRANSFER RNAs
FEBRUARY, 1992

LEE A. SYLVERS, B A.
.

,

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Professor Robert A. Zimmermann

To gain a better understanding of the architecture of the ribosome
in general and, the structure of the ribosome within the tRNA binding

sites specifically, photoreactive tRNA derivatives were cross-linked to
the Escherichia coli ribosome.

Protein and RNA components in the

immediate vicinity of the tRNA were identified by cross - linking yeast
tRNA

Phe

molecules, substituted with the photoreactive nucleoside 2-

azidoadenosine at positions 37, 73 or 76, to the ribosomal tRNA binding
sites.

These tRNA derivatives were good substrates for aminoacyl- tRNA

synthetase and were specifically bound and cross -linked to the A
(aminoacyl), P (peptidyl) and E (exit) sites on the ribosome.

Yeast tRNA

Phe
,

containing

2

-

azidoadenosine at position 37, was used

to probe the decoding domain on the 30S subunit since the photoreactive

base was immediately adjacent to the
A,

P and E sites,

3'

end of the anticodon.

From the

cross - linking was exclusively to the 30S subunit and

both proteins and 16S rRNA were labeled.

While protein S7 was cross-

linked in the A and P sites, protein Sll was labeled in the E site.
16S rRNA nucleotides C1317 and C1359 were labeled in the P site, and

vi

The

U1135, C1226, C1228, C1237, C1249 and C1284 in the A site.

In addition,

the E site-bound tRNA cross-linked nucleotide(s) within the

3'

29 bases of the 16S rRNA.

terminal

While the tRNA-16S rRNA cross -links in the A

and P sites are generally consistent with the current three-dimensional

models of the

3'

major domain, they suggest that this region of the 16S

rRNA should be positioned closer to nucleotide C1400, which was

previously cross-linked to the
tRNA^

Val
.

5'

anticodon base of P site-bound

Since several immune electron microscopy studies place C1400

deep in the cleft of the 30S subunit, both the 16S rRNA nucleotides and

protein S7, cross-linked in this study, must also be associated with
this unique topographical feature.

In the E site, the anticodon loop is

proposed to reside on the platform of the 30S subunit, since both the

3'

end of 16S rRNA and protein Sll have been located in this region by
immune electron microscopy.

When tRNA

Phe

derivatives containing

2

-azidoadenosine at either

position 73 or 76 were bound and cross-linked to the A site, protein L27
was the main target of labeling.

The cross-linking of protein L27 by

azidoadenosines at or near the aminoacyl-end of tRNA in the A site adds
to a mounting body of evidence suggesting that this protein is a central

component of the peptidyl transferase center.

While no ribosomal RNA

was labeled by the tRNA probe substituted at position 73, significant

labeling of 23S rRNA occurred when the derivative substituted at

position 76 was cross-linked to the A site.

vii
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

The Escherichia coli ribosome is a 70S ribonucleoprotein particle

consisting of a 30S and a 50S subunit.

The 30S subunit consists of 21

proteins along with one 16S RNA molecule, while the 50S subunit contains
33 proteins and two RNA molecules of 23S and 5S.

During protein

synthesis the ribosome interacts with several ligands, including

initiation factors, elongation factors, messenger RNA (mRNA) and
transfer RNA (tRNA)

.

The main focus of this dissertation is the

topography of the tRNA binding sites on the ribosome, with particular

attention to the organization of ribosomal components at the decoding

domain and the peptidyl transferase center.

Ribosome Structure:

An Overview

The structure of the ribosome has been examined by a variety of

physical and biochemical techniques.

The ideal characterization of the

ribosome would be a highly resolved X-ray crystal structure.

Yonath and co-workers have crystals of 30S

,

Although

50S and 70S particles which

diffract to 4.5 A, 11 A and 20 A, respectively (1,2), this approach is
years away from yielding a high- resolution depiction of ribosome
structure.

When most "ribosomologists" visualize the ribosome, the

picture that comes to mind is based largely on electron microscopy
studies (3-5).

Figure

1

illustrates the morphology and some

topographical landmarks of the Escherichia coli 30S, 50S and 70S

1

topographical landmarks of the Escherichia
coli
30f 50S
70 Sjib O some.
This figure is taken from Oakes et
al
(4)
and'i^U?
and
identifies the topographical landmarks
of the "head"
"base"
Platform" and "cleft" of the 30S
subunit, and the "LI ridge"
"valley"
central protuberance" and "L7/L12
Y
stalk" of the SOS subunit.
'

2

'

CENTRAL
PROTUBERANCE

3

ribo some as determined by electron microscopy studies by Lake and co-

workers (4).

The location of the RNA and protein components, as well as

of tRNA and several of the translational factors, relative to this

portrayal of the ribosome has been examined by immune electron
microscopy.

For example, such studies have led to an identification of

the topographical arrangement of many of the 30S and 50S proteins
(3,6,7), the placement of N^ ,N^- dime thy ladeno sine of 16S rRNA at the

base of the "platform" on the interface side of the 30S subunit

(8)

,

the

placement of m^G527 opposite to the dimethyl adenosines on the solvent
side but near the subunit interface (9) and the localization of the

anticodon of P site-bound tRNA in the "cleft" of the 30S subunit (1012)

.

Neutron scattering has provided distances between the centers of

mass of all 21 proteins of the 30S subunit (13)

.

Neutron scattering

studies of the 50S subunit, though not complete, have yielded the

distances between the centers of mass of many of the 50S proteins (14).
Protein-protein, protein-RNA and RNA-RNA interactions within both the
30S and 50S subunits have been investigated by cross-linking using

either UV light alone, a variety of bifunctionally reactive probes, or

both (7,15-17).

Models for the folding of the 16S rRNA within the 30S

subunit have been advanced by the groups of Noller and Brimacombe
(18,19).

With the neutron- scattering protein map as a scaffold, data

from intra- and protein- 16S rRNA cross - linking

,

as well as chemical and

enzymatic "footprinting" of ribosomal protein-binding sites, were used
to fold the well characterized secondary structure of the 16S rRNA in

three dimensions (18,19).

On the basis of similar data for the 50S

4

.

subunit, Brimacombe has recently developed a three-dimensional model of
a

portion of the 23S rRNA and its associated proteins (20)
Figure

2

demonstrates a number of models depicting the structure of

the 30S and 50S ribosomal subunits

The models based on electron

.

microscopy are from the laboratories of Stoffler and Lake (3,4).

The

two models of the 50S subunit are quite similar (Fig 2f,g) but the 30S

subunit models differ with respect to the location of the "platform"
(Fig 2a,b).

In Stoffler's model, the 30S subunit has a much less

pronounced platform, and thus a very shallow cleft.

This difference is

probably due to variations in sample preparation; which one better
reflects the actual structure of the 30S subunit is not clear.

Both of

these models also include antigenic sites of various ribosomal proteins

on the surface of the subunits as elucidated by immune electron

microscopy.

Below these morphological models of the subunits are more

detailed models representing the distribution of the proteins within the
subunits (Fig 2c, h).

The depiction of the 30S subunit in Figure 2c is

based on neutron scattering studies from Moore's laboratory which has
established the relative distances between the centers of mass of all of
the 30S proteins (13).

The representation of the protein distribution

within the 50S subunit (Fig 2h)

,

developed by Stoffler and co-workers,

was based on protein-protein cross -linking and immune electron

microscopy studies (7).

Finally, Figures 2d, 2e and 2i illustrate

models for the tertiary folding of the 16S rRNA in the 30S subunit
(18,19) and of the 23S rRNA in the 50S subunit (20).

The 16S rRNA

models were developed independently in the laboratories of Brimacombe
and Noller as described above.

While both groups relied on a similar

5

(a) 30S subunit with protein
Fig 2. Ribosomal subunit models.
(b)
From Oakes et al (4).
locations derived by electron microscopy.
30S subunit model with protein locations derived by immune electron
(c) Neutron
microscopy.
From Stoffler and Stoff ler-Meilicke (3).
(d)
scattering map of the 30S subunit proteins. From Capel et al (13).
Model for the tertiary folding of the 16S rRNA in the 30S subunit using
the neutron scattering map as a scaffold.
From Brimacombe et al (19).
(e) Model for the tertiary folding of the 16S rRNA in the 30S subunit
using the neutron scattering map as a scaffold.
From Stern et al (18).
(f) SOS subunit with protein locations derived by immune electron
microscopy.
From Oakes et al (4)
(g) 50S subunit model with
protein locations derived by immune electron microscopy.
From Stoffler
and Stoff ler-Meilicke (3).
(h) Protein map of the 50S subunit derived
from immune electron microscopy and interprotein cross - linking data.
From Walleczek et al (7).
(i) Partial model for the teriary folding of
the 23S rRNA relative to some SOS subunit proteins.
From Mitchell et al
.

(20).

6

7

.

body of evidence to der ive their models

,

Noller's model was derived in

large measure from footprinting studies of the proteins on the 16S rRNA,

while Brimacombe's depended more on protein-16S rRNA cross -linking.

The

23S rRNA model depicted in Figure 2i is from Brimacombe's group, and is

in its very early stages of development (20)
It is of some concern that the more detailed models give a somewhat

false impression of the state of knowledge about ribosome structure.

will address this in relation to my results in Chapter

4.

I

However, the

questionable validity of these models is apparent without further
experimental investigation.

Derivation of the neutron scattering map

requires the assumption that all ribosomal proteins are spherical.

This

is clearly not the case since many biophysical studies indicate that a

majority of these proteins are at least moderately elongated in solution
(20)

.

These proteins in situ have the potential of being even more

elongated due to the hydrophobic nature of the interior of the ribosome.
Furthermore, the error associated with placement of the centers of mass
for the proteins is quite large.

The error is expressed in terms of

error ellipsoids, the radii of which range between

described by Capel et al (13), there is a

5

and 20 A.

As

33% chance that the center of

mass for any one protein falls outside its error ellipsoid.

In

addition, there is a 10% chance that the center of mass of a given

protein lies outside an error ellipsoid twice as big as that described.
This,

in combination with the assumption about the spherical nature of

the proteins, raises questions about the suitability of using this model

and
as a scaffold for folding the ribosomal RNA as both Brimacombe

Noller have done (18,19).

Therefore, the validity of the very

8

attractive three-dimensional models for the folding of ribosomal RNA

within the subunits is still open to doubt.

I

believe that the immune

electron microscopy-derived locations of protein antigenic determinants
and specific rRNA nucleotides are more relevant for understanding the

distribution of ribosomal components and should be the starting point
for any modeling of the ribosome.

Transfer RNA Binding Sites on the Ribosome

It is well established that there are at least two functional

binding sites for tRNA on the ribosome, termed the aminoacyl
and the peptidyl (P) site.

(A)

site

In the process of elongation, the aminoacyl-

tRNA«EF-Tu«GTP ternary complex binds to the A site in a codon- dependent
manner.

Following the hydrolysis of GTP

,

EF-Tu-GDP dissociates from the

ribosome leaving the aminoacyl end of tRNA at the peptidyl transferase
center.

The growing peptide chain associated with the peptidyl-tRNA in

the P site is then covalently linked to the amino acid of the aminoacyl -

tRNA by the peptidyl transferase reaction.

peptidyl-tRNA is translocated into the

The newly elongated

P site

ribosome with EF-G and the hydrolysis of GTP.

by reaction of the
Concomitantly, the

deacylated tRNA enters the exit (E) site and is then released from the
ribosome in the next round of elongation.

Recently, it has been

proposed that interaction of deacylated tRNA with this third tRNA

binding site influences the fidelity of translation.

Nierhaus and co-

site
workers have found that the binding of deacylated tRNA at the E

increasing
restricts the affinity of aminoacyl -tRNA for the A site, thus

9

-

the ability of the ribosome to accurately select cognate aminoacyl-tRNA
(22).

A recognition

(R)

site has also been proposed as the initial

binding site for the ternary complex (23,24).

Hydrolysis of GTP and

release of EF-Tu«GDP would then lead to placement of the aminoacyl-tRNA
in the A site.

On the basis of the chemical reactivity of 16S and 23S rRNAs in the
presence of tRNA in various states of translation, Moazed and Noller
have provided evidence that the movement of tRNA from one site to

another does not occur on the 30S and 50S subunits simultaneously (25).

From their study, it is apparent that hybrid binding states for tRNA on
the ribosome exist as translational intermediates.

For instance,

peptidyl transfer without translocation yields a complex in which the
chemical footprint on the 23S rRNA is chacteristic of tRNA bound to the
P and E sites, while on the 16S rRNA,

the footprinting pattern is that

of tRNA bound to the A and P sites -identical to the pattern prior to

peptidyl transfer.

This is interpreted to mean that the aminoacyl end

of A site-bound tRNA enters the P site on the 50S subunit after peptide

bond formation but that the anticodon end of the tRNA remains in the A
site leading to a hybrid state of binding designated A/P.

This

experiment also indicates that the newly deacylated tRNA is in a P/E
state of binding.

In another experiment, in which the aminoacyl

tRNA • EF - Tu • GTP ternary complex was bound to the ribosome in the presence
of kirromycin, thus preventing dissociation of EF-Tu from the ribosome,
site was seen
a footprint on the 23S rRNA distinct from that of the A

while an A-site footprint was demonstrated for the 16S rRNA.

10

This state

of binding fixes tRNA in what has been called the R site or entry site

but can now be designated the A/T binding state for obvious reasons.
The interaction of tRNA with the ribosome has been examined by

several methods.

Footprinting patterns of 16S and 23S rRNAs derived

from chemical modification of ribosomal complexes with tRNA bound to
either the A, P or E sites has been useful in identifying rRNA

nucleotides of potential functional importance in tRNA- ribosome
interaction (25-27).

An important caveat to this approach is that

reactivity patterns could result from allosteric effects and thus be

misleading when used to define nucleotides actually at the binding site.
Also, rRNA nucleotides which interact with tRNA may be missed if these

nucleotides are not accessible to the chemical probes in the absence of
tRNA.

Fluorescence energy transfer studies have been used to determine

the distance between A and P site-bound tRNAs (28,29).

From these

studies, it was estimated that the central fold of the A and P site-

bound tRNAs are separated by 35-45

A.

Distances between various

positions on tRNA and ribosomal proteins S21 and Lll have also been

determined by fluorescence energy transfer with a variety of
tRNA«ribosome complexes (30).

workers

,

These studies, by Hardesty and co-

indicated that the deacylated tRNA formed immediately after

peptidyl transfer occupies a unique site on the ribosome, even prior to

EF-G-catalyzed translocation.

This physical study is consistent with

the P/P to P/E transition that Moazed and Noller observed in their

chemical modification experiments (25); however, Hardesty envisioned a

concomitant movement of the mRNA as well.

Interaction between A and P

site-bound tRNAs has been examined in vivo via a genetic approach
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designed to specify the A site-tRNA nucleotides in close juxtaposition
to P site-tRNA nucleotides

(31).

interaction between the

side of the anticodon loop of the P-site tRNA

with the

3'

5'

This study suggested a functional

side of the anticodon loop of the A- site tRNA.

Specifically, it predicts that U33 of the P-site tRNA interacts with the

backbone of nucleotides 38-39 of the A site-tRNA.

Transfer RNA-Ribosome Cross -linking Studies

The technique used most extensively to study tRNA- ribo some

interactions has been cross -linking.

The usual approach has been to

derivatize tRNA molecules with photochemically or chemically reactive
The positions of derivatization have most often been at either

groups.

naturally modified bases (32-35) or the aminoacyl moiety (36-38), of
tRNA.

The inherent problem with this approach stems from the length of

the probes, which generally range in size from

flexible.

9

to 25 A and tend to be

Therefore, the ribosomal components which are labeled are not

those in closest juxtaposition with the derivatized tRNA nucleotide.

In

addition, these probes, due to their flexibility, are not directional

and can access a large area of ribosomal surface.

These factors

contribute to the labeling of many more proteins or rRNA positions than

can actually be in close contact with the derivatized tRNA nucleotide.
It is also important to note that many of the derivatized tRNA molecules

are not substrates for aminoacyl tRNA synthetases and so can not be

assayed for site-specificity of binding by reaction with puromycin, an

12

antibiotic analogous to the aminoacyl end of A site-tRNA that can

function as an acceptor in the peptidyl transferase reaction.

Irradiation of tRNA* ribosome complexes with 254-nm light, yielding
covalent tRNA-ribosome adducts

has also been used to identify proteins

,

in close contact with the tRNA (39,40).

However, due to the duration of

exposure to short-wave UV light typically used in these experiments, the

structural integrity of the ribosome is likely to be compromised.
Because it is not known if the tRNA-ribosome cross -links occur before or
after ribosomal damage, the validity of these experiments is open to
question.

While at least a subset of the data resulting from this

technique is probably accurate

,

some of the results are in serious

contradiction to the locations of ribosomal proteins, particularly on
the 30S subunit, determined by other techniques.

While such

contradictions may point towards inaccuracies or deficiencies in models
of the ribosome,

the potential for artif actual labeling in the direct UV

cross-linking does not lead to this conclusion.
In some cases, specific cross-linking from naturally- occurring

photoreactive nucleotides in tRNA has provided a method for obtaining an
essentially "zero-length" cross-link without the problems associated

with the use of short-wave UV light.

The best example of this was the

covalent attachment of the wobble base, 5-carboxymethoxyuridine
coli

tRNA^

31

,

of E.

to C1400 of the 16S rRNA in the ribosomal P site (41)

.

are the
The two most important activities inherent to the ribosome

decoding of mRNA and peptide bond formation.

The decoding and peptidyl

between the 30S
transferase activities appear to be strictly segregated
and SOS subunits, respectively.

loop
It is obvious that the anticodon
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.

.

is in direct contact with ribosomal components responsible for the

decoding function while the

3'

end of tRNA is in intimate contact with

the peptidyl transferase center.

Therefore, most tRNA-ribosome cross-

linking studies have focused on these two widely separated ends of the

L-shaped tRNA molecule.

The majority of the studies have concentrated

on defining the location of the aminoacyl terminus of tRNA, probably due
to the ease of derivatizing the a-amino group of aminoacyl -tRNA or of

oxidizing the

3'

end of deacylated tRNA.

Although a wide range of SOS

subunit proteins have been labeled from the aminoacyl end of tRNA, L27,
L15, L16 and L2 are the most consistantly labeled proteins (42).
et al

,

using tRNA molecules substituted at or near the

3'

Wower

end with

photoreactivce azidonucleotides to produce short-range cross-links,
labeled predominantly protein L27 along with smaller amounts of L2
and L16 at the ribosomal P site (43,44).

,

L15

These results are consistent

with interprotein cross-linking and immune electron microscopy results

which group these four proteins in a cluster between the LI ridge and
the central protuberance (45)

(Fig 2h)

Nucleotides of 23S rRNA close to the peptidyl transferase center
have been identified by both the aforementioned azidonucleotide approach
and by one which involves derivatization of the a-amino group of PhetRNA
The

Phe
3'

with

3- (4'

-benzoylphenyl)propionyl-N-hydroxysuccinimidester

azidoadenosine of tRNA in the

G1945 (44)

,

P site

has been cross-linked to

whereas the modified amino acid was covalently linked to

A2451 and C2452 in the P site and U2584 and U2585 in the A site (38).
the central
Cross -linking from the aminoacyl moiety was concentrated in

implicating this
loop of domain V, adding to a large body of evidence
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region of the 23S rRNA as the peptidyl transferase center (38).
However, cross -linking of G1945 from the

3'

base in tRNA necessitates

the inclusion of domain IV in the peptidyl transferase center.

This

makes sense in light of the fact that portions of domain IV have been

cross-linked to the central loop of domain V (20).

It should be

mentioned, however, that the labeling of G1945 was not dependent on

aminoacylation of the tRNA.

Since

Hardesty and co-workers have

provided evidence that deacylated tRNA is positioned differently on the
ribosome than peptidyl- tRNA (30), and Moazed and Noller have found that
the 3' end of deacylated tRNA, bound by anticodon»codon interaction in
the P site,

actually occupies the E site (25), it is possible that G1945

is a feature of the E site.

Photoaf f inity labeling studies from the anticodon loop of tRNA have

been more limited.
5

cmo U34 in E. coli

rRNA (41)

.

The most outstanding study involved cross -linking of

tRNA^

31

in the P site to nucleotide C1400 in the 16S

Immune electron microscopy of this complex led to the

placement of C1400 deep in the cleft of the 30S subunit (10) (see Fig
1)

.

area.

It follows that the decoding region must also be located in this

Met
6
with 17-24-A
Recently, derivatization of t A37 in yeast tRNAm

aryl azide probes led to the labeling of proteins S7, LI, L27 and L33
(46).

However, the latter results are not very informative for the

following reasons.

First,

the authors claim cross-linking to the P site

but do not verify this by the puromycin reaction.
excess of deacylated tRNA over ribosomes

,

In fact, they use an

so it is conceivable that

cross-linking occurs from both P and E sites.

Second,

the reactive

the tRNA
probes that were used are situated quite far away from

15

Thus, the results are not indicative of the local environment

molecule.

of tRNA on the ribosome.

Using short-wave UV irradiation of

tRNA-ribosome complexes, Budowsky's group has identified numerous tRNA-

ribosomal protein contact points in the A and

P sites.

In the A site,

nucleotide 26, at the top of the anticodon arm, cross -links to S7, while
nucleotide

9,

also near the top of the anticodon arm in the tRNA

tertiary structure, labels S10 (40).

In the P site, nucleotide 60,

within the central fold, labels S9 (40).

Also in the P site, but on

isolated 30S subunits, nucleotides 45 and 21, both near the top of the

anticodon arm, label proteins S7 and S5 respectively, and nucleotide 60
still labels S9 (39).

There are other cross-links to 50S proteins from

other portions of the tRNA which

I

will discuss later.

It should be

emphasized once again that, while site-specificity of the non-covalent

aminoacyl-tRNA»ribosome complexes is well established by the criterion
of puromycin reactivity, it is not clear what happens to these complexes

during irradiation, specifically, before cross-linking has occured.
Since so few affinity labeling studies of the decoding region have

been carried out from the tRNA'

s

point of view, it is interesting to

examine the results from mRNA-ribosome cross-linking experiments, which
have been reviewed in detail by both Ofengand and Cooperman (34,42).

While nearly all of the 30S proteins have been labeled in one or another
of these studies, a group of 8 proteins were most consistently cross-

linked:

SI,

S3,

S4,

S5,

S9,

S12,

S13,

S14 and S18.

More recently,

Brimacombe's group has undertaken a more rigorous program of mRNAribosome cross-linking where specific positions in the message are

substituted with photoreactive nucleotides or derivatized with the 9-A

16

probe, p-azidophenacyl bromide (47-50).

These messages are fixed in

position with the assistance of both the anti- Shine -Dalgarno sequence
and P site -bound tRNAs

Therefore, the locations of ribosomal

.

components in relation to the A, P and E sites can be established.

Although a large number of proteins are still labeled in such
experiments, perhaps due to the flexibility of message on the ribosome,
the labeling patterns are quite informative since the cross -linking

positions in the message relative to the first base of the P site codon
(+1) are known.

Upstream of the +1 nucleotide, S7 is the most heavily

labeled protein (47-49).
are labeled (48,50).

cross-linked (50).
+11)

,

Near, or within the P-site codon, S18 and S21

Near the A-site codon (nucleotide +8), S5 is
Two codons downstream from the A site (nucleotide

cross - linking is predominantly to S3 but S5 continues to be

labeled as well (50)

.

Further downstream from the decoding site

(nucleotides +17 to +29), S3 and SI are labeled (61).

From a functional

point of view, the cross-link to S5, from a position near the A site,

is

quite interesting since this protein has been implicated in the accuracy
of translation (51).

Labeling of the 1390-1400 region in 16S rRNA

occurs from almost anywhere in the message (50).

This may be due to

flexibility of the probes or may indicate that the 1400 region is highly
exposed, and perhaps somewhat mobile, within the decoding region.

More

specific cross-links occur from nucleotide +8 to A532 (50) and from

nucleotide +6 to somewhere very close to G1050 (49).

Both of these

positions map to areas in the 16S rRNA implicated in the decoding
function:

aminoacyl - tRNA bound to the A site alters the chemical

spectinomycin
reactivities of nucleotides in the 530-loop (26,52), while

17

protects a nucleotide near 1050 from chemical modification (53) which is
base -paired to a nucleotide that, when mutated, confers spectinomycin

resistance (54)

.

In addition, there are highly conserved nucleotides

near the 1050 region which form triplets complementary to termination
codons and are sensitive to mutation, resulting in pheno types which

reflect interference with proper translational termination (55).

Azidonucleotide-Substituted tRNAs

Photoreactive Probes for Defining

:

the Topography of tRNA Binding Sites on the Ribosome

The use of long-range probes and short wavelengths of irradiation
for tRNA-ribosome cross -linking, as well as the limited availability of

well-placed, naturally occuring, photoreactive nucleotides in tRNA pose

problems for determining the topography of tRNA binding sites on the
ribosome for the reasons discussed earlier.

Therefore, a new technique

has been developed in which specific nucleotides in the tRNA molecule
are replaced by azidoadenosines using specific chemical and/or enzymatic

cleavage of tRNA followed by the reconstruction of intact tRNA molecules

with RNA ligase and tRNA nucleotidyl transferase.

These studies were

initiated by Dr. Jacek Wower of this laboratory, who incorporated

azidoadenosine into either position 76 or 73 of yeast tRNA

Phe

(43)

8-

.

The

results of cross-linking these probe tRNAs to the ribosomal P site were

discussed in the previous section.

However, the amino acid acceptance

of the tRNA substituted at position 73 was reduced and, for the tRNA

substituted at position 76, was abolished.

It was reasoned that this

was due to the fact that 8-azidoadenosine adopts the syn conformation

18

around its glycosidic bond.

Therefore, my dissertation work began with

the synthesis of 2-azidoadenosine

conformation (56).

which adopts the natural anti

,

Replacement of A76 or A73 with this photoreactive

nucleotide yielded tRNAs with normal amino acid acceptance.

Cross-

linking of the azidoadenosine-substituted tRNAs to the P site led to the

development of a model for the orientation of two tRNAs on the ribosome
as depicted in Figure

3

(44)

.

To gain an understanding of the location

of the "top" of the anticodon stem in the P site, a 16 -nucleotide analog

of the anticodon arm of yeast tRNA

Phe

was constructed in which the 3'-

terminal nucleotide (corresponding to G43) was replaced with either
or 8-azidoadenosine

.

2-

Previous studies demonstrated that unsubstituted

anticodon arm analogs interact with the 30S subunit in a manner
analogous to intact tRNA (26,57), and that tRNA-30S contacts of the
tRNA»30S subunit complex do not differ substantially from those in the
tRNA«70S ribosome complex when tRNA is in the P site (26,58).

anticodon arm fragments, substituted with azi do adenosine

,

The

labeled

predominantly protein S13 along with smaller amounts of another protein
The labeling of S13 is difficult to

tentatively identified as S19 (59).

reconcile with the neutron scattering map of the 30S subunit proteins
since nucleotide 43 of the tRNA is only about 28 A away from nucleotide
34,

which was found to be located deep in the cleft of the 30S subunit

(10-12).

A (13).

The closest approach of S13 to the cleft is approximately 54.5

Therefore, it must be concluded that protein S13 reaches closer

to the cleft then previous models have predicted.

This demonstrates

that photoreactive tRNAs can be used as molecular yardsticks when at

19

Fig 3. Model of the arrangement of tRNAs in the A and P sites on
the ribosome.
(a) 50S subunit model showing the placement of proteins
L27, L15, L16 and L2 labeled by tRNA derivatives, substituted at or
near the 3' end with azidonucleotides bound to the P site. Also shown
is the placement of proteins L10, Lll and L6 which lie within the EF-Tu
domain.
(b) Position of A site-bound tRNA, in yellow, and P site-bound
tRNA, in blue.
(c) 30S subunit model showing the position of the A and
P site -bound tRNAs with their anticodons in the cleft, and the direction
of the mRNA.
(d) Model of the 70S ribosome showing the positions of EFTu, in green, and the A and P site-bound tRNAs.
From Wower et al (44).
,

,
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21

least one base in the tRNA occupies a known location on the ribosome as
in the case of nucleotide 34 in the P site.

The objective of my dissertation work is to further characterize
the topography of tRNA binding sites on the E. coll ribosome using

azidoadenosine-substituted tRNAs as cross-linking probes.
of the Y base at position 37 in yeast tRNA

Phe

Substitution

with azidoadenosine

provides a useful probe for identifying components of the decoding
region and has been used to label the A, P and E sites on the ribosome.
In addition, yeast tRNA

Phe

molecules in which nucleotides 76 or 73 have

been replaced with azidoadenosine were used to probe the ribosomal A
site.

The latter work complements earlier work from this laboratory

in which labeling of the peptidyl transferase center from the P site was

carried out with the same probes (43,44).

Information about the

ribosomal neighborhood of tRNA nucleotides 37, 73 and 76 (Fig 4) has

yielded a more detailed understanding of tRNA binding- site topography on
the ribosome as well as a more accurate description of the components

that comprise the decoding region and peptidyl transferase center.
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The nucleotides
Tertiary model of yeast tRNA
Fig 4.
replaced by azidonugjLgotides in this study are denoted in the tertiary
e
From Quigley et al (60).
model of yeast tRNA
.

.
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CHAPTER

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Escherichia coli K12 cells, harvested at mid- log phase, were
purchased frozen from Grain Processing Co.
polynucleotide kinase (wild- type or
K were from Boehringer Mannheim.

ribonucleases T^,

Ribonuclease T^
Worthington.

,

,

3

'

Yeast tRNA

Phe
,

T4

-phosphatase- free) and proteinase

T4 RNA ligase and sequencing-grade

PhyM and CL3 were obtained from Pharmacia.

for preparative digestions, was purchased from

Ribonuclease A, type III -A and E. coli polynucleotide

phosphorylase were obtained from Sigma.

E.

coli ribonuclease H was from

Epicentre Technologies and AMV reverse transcriptase from Life Sciences
Inc.
3

H]

32
[7-

P]ATP (6000 Ci/mmol) was from New England Nuclear and L-[2,6-

phenylalanine (55 Ci/mmol) was from Amersham.

Crude aminoacyl tRNA

synthetases and tRNA nucleotidyl transferase, prepared from yeast as

described in reference 43, were provided by Dr. Jacek Wower.

EF-Tu«GDP

was a gift from Dr. Barend Kraal of the University of Leiden,

Netherlands.

EF-G was a gift from Dr. James Robertson of the University

of California, Santa Cruz.

All chemicals were of reagent grade or

better

Buffers

RNA ligase buffer A
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
20 mM MgCl
5 /zM ATP

.

25

50 9

6

5

5

10 /»g/ml BSA

RNA ligase buffer B
50 mM HEPES/C1, pH 6
20 mM MgCl
200 fM ATP
10 pg/ml BSA
Kinase buffer
10 mM Tris/Cl, pH
10 mM MgCl

8

.

.

2

Np labeling buffer
25 mM potassium-CHES
5 mM MgCl
1 mM 3'NMP

pH

,

Exchange reaction buffer
50 mM imidazole/Cl, pH 6
10 mM MgCl
0.2 mM EDTA

9

.

.

RNA extraction buffer
0.5 M NH (OAc)
10 mM Mg(OAc)
0.1 mM EDTA
0.1% SDS

PhvM/T ^ sequencing buffer
20 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.0
1 mM EDTA
6 M urea
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol
U- sequencing buffer
33 mM sodium citrate, pH

3

.

mM EDTA
6 M urea
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol
1

CL3 sequencing buffer
10 mM sodium phosphate, pH

M urea
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol

4

RNase A/T buffer
10 mM Tris/Cl, pH
0.5 mM EDTA
0.1% SDS

8

.
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.

2
8
90

Nucleotidyl transferase buffer
20 mM glycine, pH 9.5
7 mM MgCl
17 mM KC1
0.1 mM CTP
0.5 mM ATP

Aminoacvlation buffer
100 mM Tris/Cl, pH 8
10 mM MgCl
15 mM ATP
.

E-site binding buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7.2
10 mM MgCl
100 mM NH.C1
4

P-site binding buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
10-20 mM MgCl
100 mM NH.C1
.

4

Enzymatic A- site binding buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
5 mM MgCl
100 mM NH. CI
.

4

Non-enzymatic A-site binding buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
12 mM MgCl
75 mM NH. CI
.

4

Ternary complex buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
5 mM MgCl
100 mM N1TC1
2.5 mM GTP
.

Proteinase K buffer
10 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
1 mM EDTA
0.1% SDS

.

RNase H Buffer
50 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
60 mM KC1
4 mM MgCl 9 (added after hybridization)
1 mM DTT
10 /Jg/ml BSA
20% glycerol
.
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RT buffer
25 mM Tris/Cl, pH
5 mM MgCl
30 mM KC1

8

3

.

TBE Buffer
100 mM Tris-lOOmM boric acid, pH
2.5 mM EDTA
I, n M N

SH

ml Tris/Cl, pH 7.5
6 or 10 mM MgCl
30 mM NH. CI
q.
4 mM 2-mercaptoethanol
l6

Sucrose gradient buffer
10 or 30% sucrose
10 mM Tris/Cl, pH 7
50 mM KC1
0.25 mM MgCl
2
7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol
0,

.

LiCl/SDS sucrose gradient buffer
0, 5 or 20% sucrose
10 mM NaOAc
pH 5
0.4 M LiCl
2.5 mM EDTA
0.5% SDS
,

.

Loading buffer
100% formamide
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol
RNase H loading buffer
82% formamide
30 mM EDTA
0.3% SDS
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol
RT loading buffer
95% formamide
TBE Buffer
0.02% bromophenol blue
0.02% xylene cyanol

28
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Electrophoresis Systems

One-Dimensional SDS-PAGE

One -dimensional SDS-polyacylamide gels were prepared according to

Laemmli (61).

The running gel was comprised of 15%

acrylamide/bisacrylamide (37.5:1 by weight) in 375 mM Tris/Cl (pH 8.8)
and was polymerized by the addition of

ammonium persulfate.

1 /jl/ml

TEMED and

2 /il/ml 50%

The stacking gel consisted of 6%

acylamide/bisacrylamide (37.5:1 by weight) in 125 mM Tris/Cl (pH 6.8)
and was polymerized as described for the running gel

.

The running

buffer was made up of 50 mM Tris, 384 mM glycine and 0.1% SDS

.

Samples

were dissolved in a buffer containing 0.02% bromophenol blue and SDSPAGE running buffer saturated with sucrose and were electrophoresed at
100 volts overnight or until the bromophenol blue reached the bottom of
The gels were 0.75 mm thick.

the 22 cm-long gel.

Proteins were stained

with Coomassie brillant blue and the gels were dried and subjected to

autoradiography

Two-Dimensional Gel

The two-dimensional gels were prepared and electrophoresed

according to Kaltschmidt and Wittmann (62).

The first-dimension gel was

comprised of 4% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (40:1 by weight) in 5.7 mM BisTris/OAc (pH 5.0),

5

mM EDTA,

6

M urea and was polymerized by the

addition of 3.5 /il/ml TEMED and 1.4 ^il/ml 50% ammonium persulfate.

29

The

top running buffer was 10 mM Tris/OAc (pH 4.0) and the bottom running

buffer was 179 mM Tris/OAc (pH 5.0).
solution of

8

The samples were dissolved in a

M urea (adjusted to pH 4.5 with glacial acetic acid) and

drops/ml basic fuschia (50 /ig/ml)

.

3

Electrophoresis was at 125 volts

overnight or until the dye front extended 14 cm into the gel.

The first

12 cm of the running lane were excised and polymerized into the second

dimension, which consisted of 18% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (36:1

by-

weight) in 0.9 M glacial acetic acid, 48 mM potassium hydroxide (final

pH of 4.6),
persulfate.

6

M urea, 5.8

/il/ml

TEMED and 6.6 /il/ml 50% ammonium

Electrophoresis was at 300 volts overnight or until the dye

front reached the bottom of the 22 cm- long gel.

dimensions were 0.75 mm thick.

The gels for both

Proteins were stained with Coomassie

blue and the gels dried and subjected to autoradiography.

Denaturing -PAGE for RNA Preparation and Analysis

Denaturing gels for the preparation and analysis of RNA were made
up of 5-20% acrylamide/bisacrylamide (19:1 by weight) in

TBE buffer and were polymerized by the addition of
/il/ml 50%

ammonium persulfate.

typically 26 x 36 x 0.4 cm.

8

1 /il/ml

M urea and
TEMED and 1.5

The dimensions of the gels were

Samples were dissolved in one of the three

loading buffers described in the buffer section and electrophoresed at
50 watts for an appropriate length of time.
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Synthesis of 2-Azidoadenosine

2

3

5
'

.

'

-bisphosphate

-Azi do adenosine was synthesized from 2-chloroadenosine by

sequential reaction with hydrazine and nitrous acid according to
Schaeffer and Thomas (63).

The identity of the product was confirmed by

its characteristic ultraviolet spectrum and by the response of the

spectrum to changes in pH (64)

The nucleoside was bisphosphorylated

.

with pyrophosphoryl chloride to form 2-azidoadenosine
(p2N^Ap)
fact,

,

3 ', 5

'

-bisphosphate

which was then purified on a DEAE-cellulose column (65)

this reaction yields a mixture of 3', 5'- and

in a ratio of approximately 60:40.

5

2
'

,

'

.

In

-bisphosphates

This estimate was not experimentally

derived; however, a wide variety of nucleosides are known to form a

mixture in this ratio (65)

Enzymatic

The

3 ', 5

'

32

P-labeling of 2-Azidoadenosine

-bisphosphate was labeled in the

3 '. 5

'

-bisphosphate

position using an

5'

exchange reaction catalyzed by a mutant of polynucleotide kinase lacking
3'

phosphatase activity (66).
P]ATP is exchanged with the

In this reaction, the 7 phosphate of [75'

phosphate of p2N Ap; the

bisphosphate is not a substrate for this reaction.
typically carried out in 20
p2N Ap, 0.25 mM ADP

,

/il

1.25-6.25

3

'

The reaction was

of exchange reaction buffer with 0.25 mM
juM

3

units/ml of

2' ,5'

3

[

7-

32

P]ATP (6000 Ci/mmol) and 500

-phosphatase -free T4 polynucleotide kinase.

This mixture

was then incubated at 37 °C for 90 min and the extent of reaction was

assayed by thin-layer PEI-cellulose chromatography using 0.75 M

31

potassium phosphate (titrated to pH 3.5 with HC1) as the mobile phase.
The polynucleotide kinase was then inactivated by incubating the

reaction mixture at 100°C for

1

min.

8

-Azidoadenosine [5'-

39

P]3',5'-

bisphosphate was prepared exactly as described by Wower et al (43)

Construction of

r

2N A37 tRNA

.

Phe

1

^

The Y base at position 37 of yeast tRNA
2-

or

(67)

.

8

Phe

was replaced with either

-azidoadenosine using a protocol developed by Bruce and Uhlenbeck

Yeast tRNA

Phe

treatment (pH 2.9).

was depurinated at the Y base by mild acid

A 36 fM solution of tRNA (up to

mg) was incubated

5

in 2.5 mM HC1 for 4.5 hr at 37° C, neutralized with NaOH and then

chromatographed on BD-cellulose to purify the tRNA v population, which
was typically 95% of the total tRNA.

The reaction was loaded onto the

column in 50 mM Tris/Cl (pH 7.5), 0.1 M NaCl.

was eluted

The tRNA

with 50 mM Tris/Cl (pH 7.5), 1.0 M NaCl and the unreacted tRNA with 50

mM Tris/Cl (pH 7.5), 1.0 M NaCl, 15% ethanol.
phosphodiester bond of tRNA

(8 /iM;

up to

5

The exposed
mg) was cleaved by

incubation in a solution containing 0.35 M aniline and 0.55 M glacial
acetic acid for
times with

3

hr at 25°C.

3

The reaction mixture was precipitated

volumes of 100% ethanol.

2

The half molecules, which

remained annealed, were then subjected to partial digestion with RNase A
to remove the anticodon and 3' -terminal CpA.

contained 20
7.5),
1

jiM

10 mM MgCl

tRNA half molecules (up to
,

5

The reaction mixtures
mg)

0.2 M KC1 and 1 ng/ml RNase A.

in 100 mM Tris/Cl (pH

Incubation at 0°C for

2

hr yielded optimal production (-90%) of the

32

5'

and

3
'

half molecules

.

(G1-U33 and A38-C74) as judged by denaturing polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis (PAGE) and sequencing of the gel-purified products.
RNase A was inactivated by the addition of 1.5% (v/v) diethyl

pyrocarbonate followed by vigorous vortexing for

1

molecules were precipitated with ethanol.

/zM

A 200

min, and the half

solution of the

RNase A-treated molecules in water was kept at -80°C for use in

subsequent reactions
The anticodon loop of the tRNA was reconstructed by ligating the

tetranucleotide GpApApN^A to the
3'

end of the

5'

half tRNA.

5'

end of the

3'

half tRNA and to the

The trinucleotide GpApA was synthesized

from GpA using polynucleotide phosphorylase and ADP (68)

mixture of

5

mM GpA, 12 mM ADP, 10 mM MgCl

,

2

.

A reaction

0.4 M NaCl, 0.2 M Tris/Cl

(pH 8.2) and 5 units/ml polynucleotide phosphorylase was incubated for

24 hr at 37° C, extracted with phenol and diluted in 0.05 M

triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAC) (pH 8.0), and the trinucleotide
fraction was purified on a DEAE- Sephadex A25 column with a linear
gradient of 0.05 M to 1.0 M TEAC (pH 8.0).
the trinucleotide was resuspended in water.

The TEAC was evaporated and

The following steps of the

tRNA reconstruction were carried out in a single 1.5 -ml microcentrifuge
tube; no purification of the intermediates was necessary.
09

100-200 fM [5'-

P]p2N_Ap (described above) or 100-200

First, either
[5'-

P]p8N> Ap
3

GpApA and 150 units/ml T4 RNA ligase in

(43) was mixed with 37.5

/*M

ligase buffer A (100

and the reaction was incubated at 4°C

y.1)

32

65 °C
overnight, after which the RNA ligase was inactivated by heating at

for

3

min.

Alkaline phosphatase (240 units/ml) was then added to the

mixture, which was incubated for

33

2

hr at 37°C to yield the

tetranucleotide GpApA

pN A.

The reaction mixture was heated at 100 °C

3

for

2

min and additional RNA ligase (150 units/ml), ligase buffer

ATP and 15
120

fil,

/uM

tRNA half molecules were added to bring the volume to

and the incubation was continued at 4°C overnight to ligate the

tetranucleotide to the

end of the

5'

3'

half.

Following heat-

inactivation of the RNA ligase, the RNA was precipitated with
of 100% ethanol and resuspended in ligase buffer B (100

half and to dephosphorylate the

incubation at 37 °C for

hr

1

incubation continued for

,

end of the

3'

5'

5

volumes

containing

100 unit/ml polynucleotide kinase to phosphorylate the new
3'

8.3

A,

5'

end of the

After

half.

150 units/ml of RNA ligase were added and

hr at 37 °C to seal the anticodon loop.

1

The

RNA ligase and polynucleotide kinase were then inactivated by heating
the mixture at 65 °C for

ethanol.

3

min and the RNA precipitated with

5

volumes of

The RNA was resuspended in nucleotidyl transferase buffer (100
of crude nucleotidyl transferase and incubated for

^1) containing 4

y.1

45 min at 37 °C.

The reconstructed tRNA was then precipitated with

volumes of ethanol, resuspended in 40

5

of loading buffer, resolved by

/ul

denaturing PAGE, and the intact tRNA, identified by autoradiography, was
excised from the gel and extracted by incubation in RNA extraction
The RNA was then precipitated and

buffer overnight at room temperature.

resuspended in water.
Construction of

[

2N A76 tRNA

Phe

1

^

The construction of yeast

[

2N^A76 tRNA

Phe

]

to Wower et al (43) with slight modifications.
a concentration of 22.0

/iM

was performed according

Yeast tRNA

Phe

(-A76),

at

in ligase buffer A, and 100 units/ml of RNA

34

-

ligase were added to a 20-pl

described earlier (100

fil

5

32
'

[

P]p2N Ap reaction mixture prepared as
3

total volume).

The reaction mixture was

incubated overnight at 4°C, after which the RNA ligase was inactivated

by incubation at 65°C for

min.

3

Alkaline phosphatase (240 units/ml)

was added and the mixture was incubated for

then precipitated with

described above.

5

2

hr at 37°C.

The tRNA was

volumes of 100% ethanol and isolated by PAGE as

The purified tRNA was incubated in 0.5 mM HC1 for 4 hr

at 0°C and quickly precipitated with ethanol prior to aminoacylation.

This step was crucial to yield a suitable level of aminoacylation since,

apparently, the tetrazole tautomer of 2-azidoadenosine at positions 76
and 73 interferes with aminoacylation.

Construction of

[

2N A73 tRNA

Phe

1

^

and

f

8N A7 3 tRNA

Php

1

^

Yeast [2N^A73]tRNA was prepared as in (43) with some modifications.
Yeast tRNA
A,

Phe

(-ACCA73), at a concentration of 20.0

fiK

in ligase buffer

and 100 units/ml RNA ligase were added to a 20-/ul [5'-

32

P]p2N Ap
3

reaction mixture prepared as described earlier (100

fj.1

total volume)

.

The reaction mixture was incubated overnight at 4°C, after which the RNA

Alkaline phosphatase was added to a

ligase was inactivated by heat.

final concentration of 240 units/ml, and the mixture was incubated for
hr at 37°C.

2

The tRNA was then precipitated with ethanol and resuspended

in nucleotidyl transferase buffer and 4

transferase (100

/il

of crude nucleotidyl

total volume) and incubated at 37°C for 45 min.

reconstructed tRNA was finally precipitated with
and isolated by PAGE as described above.
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5

The

volumes 100% ethanol

RNA Sequence Determination

RNA sequence determination was carried out according to the
RNAs were labeled with 32 P at

enzymatic procedure of Donis-Keller (69).
either the

5'

or

3'

end, purified by gel electrophoresis and subjected

to enzymatic digestion with RNases T-, U_

,

PhyM or CL3 in the presence

of 2.5 ng carrier tRNA in 7-fil reaction mixtures containing the

appropriate buffers as described under "Buffers" above.
were carried out at 55°C for 15 min.

The reactions

Sequencing ladders were made by

alkaline hydrolysis of the labeled RNA in the presence of 50 mM ammonium

carbonate (pH 9.5) for

3

min at 90°C.

The sequencing reactions were

resolved by denaturing PAGE and then visualized by autoradiography.

Aminoacylation

Yeast tRNA

Phe

and its derivatives were aminoacylated according to

Wower et al (43) and W-acetylated as described by Moazed and Noller
(27).

25.0

Typically, the aminoacylation reactions contained 1.0 m m tRNA,
3

L-[2,6- H] phenylalanine and

synthetases in 100
min.

at 37°C.

yul

2

fil

crude yeast aminoacyl tRNA

of aminoacylation buffer and were incubated 30

The extent of aminoacylation was assesed by measuring the

TCA-precipitable

H radioactivity.

The synthetase was extracted with

phenol and the tRNA was precipitated from the aqueous phase.
tRNA, resuspended in 200

/xl

of 0.2 M NaOAc (pH 5.0), was W-acetylated
of acetic anhydride, by incubation for

following the addition of 2.5
1

hr on ice.

Aminoacyl-

A second 2.5-Atl aliquot of acetic anhydride was then added

36
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to the mixture and incubated again for 1 hr on ice.

„„ A Phe was recovered_ by two
tRNA
succesive
,

N-Acetyl[ H]Phe-

ethanol precipitations and

resuspended in water

Formation of the Aminoacyl-tRNA'EF-Tu-GTP Ternary Complex

EF-Tu-GDP was converted to EF-Tu»GTP by incubation of EF-Tu«GDP at
concentrations of up to 10

of ternary complex buffer for 30

in 100

This solution was then used to resuspend precipitated

min. at 37° C.

[^HjPhe-tRNA^

/iM

6

or its photoreactive counterparts; EF-Tu»GTP was always

added in 20 -fold excess over aminoacyl-tRNA.

continued for

5

The incubation was

min. at 37°C and then cooled on ice before use in

ribosome-binding reactions.

Formation of ternary complex was asssayed

by measuring the rate of deacylation of

3
[

H]Phe-tRNA, as the acyl bond

of aminoacyl-tRNA is partially protected by EF-Tu«GTP from hydrolysis

during incubation at 37°C (70).

1.0

/iM

solutions of aminoacyl-tRNA,

with or without EF-Tu«GTP or EF-Tu«GDP, were incubated in enzymatic A

site-binding buffer at 37°C; aliquots were removed at regular intervals
up to

3

hr and the tRNA was precipitated with TCA, collected on filters

and counted in a Beckman LS1800 scintillation counter.

Typically,

native aminoacyl-tRNA was 50% deacylated after 30 min whereas tRNA in

ternary complex was less than 50% deacylated after

37

3

hr.

Ribosome Preparation

Ribosomes from E. coli K12 cells were prepared according to

Rheinberger et al (71).
in 200 ml of

One hundred grams of frozen cells were thawed

T^MgN^SH^ buffer and sedimented

in a Sorvall GSA rotor.

at 10,000 rpm for 10 min

After the addition of 200 grams of alumina, the

cells were disrupted by grinding with a mortar and pestle for

approximately 30 min at 4°C.

The cell paste was diluted with 100 ml of

T^qM^N^qSH^ buffer, and the alumina was removed by centrifugation at
10,000 rpm in a GSA rotor for 10 min.

Cell debris was removed by

centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 45 min. in an SS34 rotor.

Crude

ribosomes were sedimented from the supernatant centrifugation in a

Beckman Ti50.2 rotor at 18,500 rpm for 18 hr at 4°C.

The ribosomal

pellets were resuspended in approximately 4 ml of T^qM^N^qSH^ buffer

with gentle shaking overnight at 4°C and clarified by a

centrifugation in a microcentrifuge.

From 500 to 1000

5

-min

^2S0

units °f

ribosomes were layered onto 40 ml 10-30% sucrose gradients in
T,

-M,N_„SH. buffer and centrifuged in a Beckman VTi50 rotor for 70 min.

10 6 30

4

at 40,000 rpm.

The fractions containing 70S tight-couples, identified

by monitoring absorbtion at 260

ran

in a Hitachi 2000 flow- through

spectrophotometer, were sedimented at 18,500 rpm in a Beckman Ti50.2
rotor for 18 hr at 4°C and resuspended in T 10 M 10 N 3Q SH 4 buffer with
gentle shaking overnight.

The 70S ribosomes were then clarified, their

concentration adjusted to between 500 and 700 A 26Q units/ml, and frozen
at -80°C.
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The quality of the ribosome preparation was assesed by three
criteria: homogeneity of the 70S fractions, tRNA binding capacity and
the puromycin reactivity of aminoacyl - tRNA bound in the P site.

First,

an aliquot of the 70S ribosome fraction was layered onto a 10-30%

sucrose gradient in T

M
1()

N

10 30

SH

40,000 rpm in a VTi50 rotor.

4

buffer and centrifuged for 70 min. at

The gradient profile typically revealed

less than 15% contamination with free 50S subunits.

tRNA

Phe

Second, N-AcPhe-

was incubated in P-site binding buffer with varying

concentrations of 70S ribosomes in the presence of 250 fig/ml poly(U) for
15 min at 37° C.

Binding was assayed by retention of

complexes on nitrocellulose filters (72).
of tRNA (1 iM)

,

32
[

P] tRNA'

ribosome

At a constant concentration

saturation of binding (90%) occurred in the presence of

a 4-fold molar excess of ribosomes.

The maximum binding droped to about

75% after the ribosomes nad been stored for one year at -80°C.
the puromycin reactivity of N-AcPhe-tRNA

Phe

bound to the

Third,

P site was

assayed at a 4:1 molar ratio of 70S ribosomes to aminoacyl -tRNA.
Puromycin, at a concentration of 1.0 mM, was added to aliquots from

binding reactions and incubated at 2°C overnight.
Ac

[

H]

Phe -puromycin was monitored by extraction of the aminoacyl-

puromycin adduct with ethyl acetate (71).
/zl)

The formation of N-

The reaction (typically in 50

was stopped by the addition of an equal volume of a 0.3 M sodium

acetate solution saturated with MgS0 4

extracted by the addition of
vigorous vortexing.

1

,

3
and the W-Ac[ H] Phe -puromycin was

ml of ethyl acetate followed by

1

min of

After phase separation, 0.9 ml of the upper phase

was withdrawn and added to

5

ml of a toluene-based scintillation

cocktail, such as Econofluor, and the radioactivity was monitored in a

39
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Beckman LS1800 scintillation counter.

Under these conditions, 100% of

the aminoacyl moiety was puromycin-reactive

Binding of Photoreactive tRNA Derivatives to the Ribosome

Binding of photoreactive tRNA derivatives to the A and P sites was

performed essentially as described by Moazed and Noller (26)
E site as described by Lill et al

(73)

.

and to the

,

Binding reaction were always

carried out using, at least, a 4:1 molar ratio of 70S ribosomes to tRNA.

An excess of ribosomes over the tRNA derivatives was used in order to
both maximize the amount of tRNA bound and to insure a high degree of

binding specificity.

P-Site Binding

P-site binding mixtures contained 0.96
i

Ac

[

H] Phe- [N^A] tRNA

Phe

/iM

ribosomes, 0.24

N-

and 250 pg/ml poly(U) in P-site binding buffer.

All components, except tRNA, were preincubated at 37°C for
to the addition of tRNA.
37° C,

jiM

5

min prior

Incubation was then continued for 15 min at

after which the mixture was placed on ice, diluted four times with

P-site binding buffer and aliquots withdrawn for tRNA-binding and

puromycin- reactivity assays.
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[

A- Site Binding

Non- enzymatic
jttM

ribosomes, 24

250 A'g/

11

'!

.

yuM

The non-enzymatic binding reactions contained 2.4

tRNA

Phe
,

0.6 fM N-kc

3
[

H] Phe- [N A]

32
[

P]

tRNA

poly(U) in non-enzymatic A site binding buffer.

was first incubated without tRNAs for

5

min at

37° C.

Phe

and

The mixture

Deacylated tRNA

was then added and the incubation was continued for 15 min at 37°C.

AcPhe- [N„A] tRNA
for

2 hr.

Phe

N-

was next added and the mixture was incubated at 20°C

The mixture was then placed on ice, diluted 10 times with

buffer, and aliquots were withdrawn for tRNA -binding and puromycin-

reactivity assays, both before and after translocation.

Translocation

was stimulated by the addition of EF-G, at one half the concentration of
ribosomes, and

1

mM GTP, followed by incubation at 37 °C for 10 min.

The

reaction mixture was placed on ice and then reacted with puromycin as
usual.

A-site binding was confirmed if the formation of

3
[

H]Phe-

puromycin was dependent on translocation.

Enzymatic
24

tRNA

Phe
,

.

Enzymatic binding reactions contained 2.4
0.6

3
/iM

[

H] Phe-

32

P]

tRNA

Phe
,

in ternary complex formed

with a 20-fold excess of EF-Tu-GTP as described above, and 250
poly(U) in enzymatic A-site buffer.

ribosomes,

fig/ml

The incubation regime was as

described for non- enzymatic binding but when ternary complex was added,
the incubation was for 20 min at 20° C.
ice,

The mixture was then placed on

diluted 10 times with buffer and aliquots withdrawn for tRNA

translocation.
binding and puromycin reactivity assays, before and after

Translbcation of the A site-bound tRNA was as described above.
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The

[

.

puromycin assay was monitored by filtration over nitrocellulose as
described by Ofengand (74).

The

[

32

H] Phe-

P]

tRNA

Phe

bound to the

ribosome was monitored by scintillation counting; the ratio of

3

H to

32

P

retained on the filter indicated the extent of the reaction.

E-Site Binding

The binding reactions contained 3.5 fM ribosomes,
(1.3 mol/mol active ribosome), 0.1-0.2 /M

[

2

2N-A37 tRNA

.

L S
/M tRNA ^

3

Phe

]

and 1.5 A.,.

260

J

units/ml poly(A) in E-site binding buffer.

The mixture was first

incubated without tRNAs for

Second,

min at 37°C.

5

tRNA^

S

was added

and the incubation was continued for 30 min at 25° C, followed by the

addition of yeast

[

2N^A37 tRNA

Phe

]

and incubation for

min at 20° C.

2

The

mixture was then placed on ice and the extent of binding was assesed by

filtration on nitrocellulose membranes.

The E-site complexes were

kindly provided by Petra Scheffer and Dr. Wolfgang Wintermeyer from the

Universitat Witten/Herdecke

,

FRG

Cross - linking and Cross-link Analysis

Irradiation

Non-covalent tRNA* ribosome complexes, formed as described above,
were irradiated with 300-nm light at 0°C for 10 min. in a Rayonet

photochemical reactor (model RPR- 100) equipped with

6

RPR-3000-A bulbs,

The samples were placed approximately 10 cm away from the bulbs.

42

To

quench any unreacted tRNA, 10 mM DTT was added immediately after

irradiation was completed.

The extent of cross -linking was assayed by

diluting an aliquot from the cross -linking mixture 1000 times in binding
buffer without Mg
(74).

2+

and filtering it through a nitrocellulose membrane

The amount of

32

P retained on the filter represented the

covalently bound population of tRNA.
reached 95% of its maximum value in

In all cases tested, cross-linking
5

min.

Sucrose Gradient Centrifugation

Subunit Analysis

.

Irradiated complexes were precipitated with

volumes of 100% ethanol, resuspended in 200-400

fj.1

3

of sucrose gradient

buffer and layered onto 40-ml 10-30% sucrose gradients in sucrose
gradient buffer.

The gradients were centrifuged at 40,000 rpm for 130

min at 4°C in a Beckman VTi50 rotor.

The gradients were tapped through

a flow- through cuvette of a Hitachi 2000 spectrophotometer to monitor

absorption at 260 nm.

The

32

P,

in each 1-ml fraction, was measured in a

Beckman LS1800 scintillation counter.

RNA/Protein Distribution

.

Subunit fractions containing the

labeled tRNA were pooled and precipitated with

5

32

P-

volumes of ethanol.

The pellets were resuspended in LiCl/SDS sucrose gradient buffer to

dissociate ribosomal proteins from rRNA and layered onto 40-ml 5-20%
sucrose gradients in LiCl/SDS sucrose gradient buffer.

The gradients

were centrifuged at 40,000 rpm for either 145 min, in the case of 50S
subunit fractions, or 220 min, in the case of 30S subunit fractions.

43

The gradients were then tapped and the

described above.

P in each fraction counted,

as

In these gradients, 23S or 16S rRNA were well resolved

from the 3-5S fraction which contained the subunit proteins.

Analysis of Cross -linked Proteins

The 3-5S protein- containing fractions from the LiCl/SDS sucrose

gradients were precipitated with
100-200

fil

of RNase T^/A buffer.

73 or 76 in the tRNA,

volumes of ethanol and resuspended in

5

When cross-linking was from position

1500 units/ml of RNase T^ were added and the

mixture was incubated for 30 min at 37 °C and 15 min at 55°C.

When the

cross-linking was from position 37, 1500 units/ml RNase of T^ and 400
fig/ml of

RNase A were added and the mixture was incubated for 30 min at

37°C and 15 min at 55°C.

SDS-PAGE
jul,

.

A

10-jil aliquot,

or larger samples concentrated to 10

from the RNase digest were added to 10

of SDS-PAGE loading buffer

and loaded onto a 12 X 22 X 0.75 cm SDS-polyacrylamide gel and

electrophoresed as described above.

The gel was stained by gentle

shaking in a solution of 0.5% (w/v) Coomassie brilliant blue, 10%
glacial acetic acid and 50% methanol for 30 min at room temperature, and
then destained by gentle shaking in a solution of 10% glacial acetic

acid and 10% methanol at room temperature until proteins were clearly
visible.

The gel was then dried under vacuum and subjected to

autoradiography using Kodak XAR-5 film.

44

Two-Dime nsional PAGE

The protein that remained in the RNase

.

digest was precipitated with

5

volumes of ethanol, resuspended in 30

fil

of two-dimensional gel loading buffer and electrophoresed in two

dimensions as described previously.

The gel was then stained,

destained, dried and autoradiographed as described above.

Immunological Analysis

.

Labeled protein(s) from the RNase-digested

samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE, located by autoradiography, and

excised from the gel. The protein was then extracted by electroelution

with a Bio-Rad electroelution device in SDS-PAGE running buffer.
cross -linked protein was next precipitated with

3

The

volumes of ethanol,

and the pellet was dried and sent to Dr. Richard Brimacombe at the Max-

Planck-Institut fur Molekulare Genetik, Berlin, Germany for
immunological analysis using the "agarose gel" test (75)

.

The pellets

were resuspended and divided into equal portions to test for reactivity

with antibodies against individual ribosomal proteins bound to agarose
beads

.

The

32

P remaining with the agarose after centrifugation

indicated a positive reaction.

Analysis of Cross-linked rRNA

Labeled 16S or 23S rRNA was precipitated from the appropriate
sucrose gradient fractions with

resuspended in 200

/ul

5

volumes of ethanol.

The RNA was

of proteinase K digestion buffer, 200

(il

of

1

M

NaCl, 40 pi 10 mg/ml of proteinase K, and was incubated for 30 min at
37°C.

An additional 40

jul

of 10 mg/ml proteinase K was added, and

45

.

digestion at 37 °C was continued for 30 min.

The RNA was then extracted

twice with phenol, extracted once with chloroform, precipitated with

3

volumes of ethanol and resuspended in water.

Ribonuclease H Digestion

Cross-linked rRNA was annealed to a

.

to 10-fold molar excess of specific,

oligodeoxyribonucleotides (Table
by heating for

3

1)

complementary
in

of RNase H digestion buffer

8

min at 65°C and then cooling slowly to 30°C.

was initiated by the addition of

1-

1 yul

of 40 mM

MgC^ and

units/ml RNase H; incubation was continued at 30°C for

reaction was stopped by the addition of

5

//l

1

1

fj.1

hr

Digestion
of 1000

The

.

of RNase H loading buffer.

The reaction products were then resolved on a denaturing 5%

polyacrylamide gel as described above and then visualized by

autoradiography

Sequencing with Reverse Transcriptase

hybridized to equimolar amounts of

5'

32

.

The cross -linked RNA was

P- labeled primer in 10

/il

of RT

buffer by incubation at 65°C for 15 min followed by slow cooling to
about 25°C.

Ten

/il

of RT buffer with 1 mM of each deoxynucleotide and

15 units of AMV reverse transcriptase were added and the mixture was

incubated at 50° C for
25

/iM

1

hr and placed on ice; 20

/il

of 0.2 M NaOH with

EDTA was added and incubation continued at 90°C for

mixture was then placed on ice and neutralized with 20
The cDNA was then precipitated with
in

5

til

of RT loading buffer.

5

/il

5

min.

The

of 0.2 M HC1.

volumes of ethanol and resuspended

The mixture was heated at 90 °C for

2

min,

polyacrylamide
placed on ice and then electrophoresed in a denaturing 8%
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Oligodeoxyribonucleotides used for analyzing 16S rRNA
by primer extension with reverse transcriptase and sitedirected cleavage with ribonuclease H.

Table

1.

cross-links

oligonucleotide

number

oligonucleotide

sequence

1

5CGGCAAGGTT0CCXTAC

2

5GAATIGGAAG0COG00G0G
5CATGGTGTGAOGGGOGG
5TCCGGACTAC

3

4
5
6
7
8

5'AAGGGTTGCG
5GCTOCAOCGC
SCXXTOGCCAC
5'CGATTAACGC
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complementary
16S rRNA
sequence

G1511-G1525
C1443-C1462
C1399-G1415
G1297-A1306
C1107-U1116
G939-C948
G722-G731
G548-G557

gel as described above.

Sequencing reactions with control RNA, obtained

from ribosomes treated exactly as the experimental samples but using

native yeast tRNA

Phe

instead of the azidonucleotide-substituted

derivative, were carried out as above except that the volume and amounts
of reaction components were increased 5-fold.

After addition of the

deoxynucleotides and reverse transcriptase on ice, the reaction mixture
was divided into

5

aliquots

.

In four separate reactions

four dideoxynucleotides (1 pi of

5

mM ddATP

,

ddGTP

,

one of the

,

ddUTP

,

or 2.5 mM

ddCTP) was added while the fifth reaction acted as a primer extension

control for comparison with primer extension of the cross-linked RNA.
The reactions were carried out and treated as described above for primer

extension of the cross-linked RNA.
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CHAPTER

3

RESULTS

Synthesis and Labeling of 2-Azidoadenosine

3

'
.

5

'

-bisphosphate

2-Azidoadenosine was synthesized from 2-chloroadenosine by
sequential reaction with hydrazine and nitrous acid and then

bisphosphorylated with pyrophosphoryl chloride to form
5

3
'

32

,

'

-bisphosphate (p2N^Ap) (Fig 5).

P in the 5'

2

-azidoadenosine

The bisphosphate was labeled with

position using the exchange reaction catalyzed by a 3'-

phosphatase-free mutant form of polynucleotide kinase in the presence of
32
[7-

P]ATP (Fig 6a, lane

3)

(76).

It was found that the

activity inherent to the wild- type enzyme removed the
the substrate under the exchange reaction conditions
32

.

3'

3'

phosphatase

phosphate of

Although some

P- labeled bisphosphate was produced early in the reaction catalyzed by

the wild- type enzyme,

it,

like the starting material, was

dephosphorylated to form 5'-2N AMP (Fig 6a, lane 2).

The

3

photoreactivity of the labeled compound was demonstrated by its covalent
attachment to a PEI- cellulose TLC plate upon irradiation at 300
10 min. prior to chromatography;

ran

for

irradiation also led to the appearance

of another product with a mobility different from the starting material
(Fig 6b, lane 2)
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.

Fig 5.
Synthesis of 2-azidoadenosine
chloroadenosine

50

5

3
'

,

'

-bisphosphate from 2-

51

(a) Analysis
P]p2N Ap.
Synthesis and photoreactivity of [5'Fig 6.
3
A sample of [7of the exchange reaction by TLC on PEI - cellulose
P]ATP (1) and equivalent aliquots from exchange reaction mixtures
containing either wild-type polynucleotide kinase (2) or the 3'phosphatase-free polynucleotide kinase (3) were applied to a PEI(b)
cellulose sheet and developed according^Jjo Reeve and Huang (77)
Two aliquots
Analysis^of the photoreactivity of [5'- P]p2N^Ap by TLC.
of [5'- P]p2N„Ap were applied to the origin and either kept in the dark
(1) or irradiated at 300 ran for 10 min (2) prior to chromatography.
Product x represents an additional photoproduct yet to be characterized.
.

.
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2

3

2

5'-2N AMP
•p2N_Ap

p2N,Ap

ATP

ATP

origin

•origin
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Replacement of Y37 in Yeast tRNA Phe with 2- or

The Y base at position 37 of yeast tRNA
2-

or

8

Phe

8

-Azidoadenosine

was replaced with either

-azidoadenosine using a protocol developed by Bruce and Uhlenbeck

to replace nucleotides within the anticodon (67)

.

A summary of this

procedure, applied to the replacement of Y37 with N^A, is presented in

Figure 7a.

The products of the last four steps can be easily monitored

by denaturing gel electrophoresis (Fig 7b)

.

The overall yield of this

reconstruction procedure is approximately 10%.
37 is indeed replaced,
[5'-

32

To prove that nucleotide

the reconstruction scheme was carried out using

P]pAp of low specific activity in order to follow the

reconstruction steps.
relabeled at its

5'

the internal label.

The reconstructed tRNA was gel-purified and

end with

32

P of a much higher specific activity than

This tRNA was again purified by gel electrophoresis

and subjected to sequence analysis by the enzymatic procedure.
autoradiogram, depicted in Figure

8,

The

demonstrates that position 37 is

now occupied by adenosine.
The biological efficacy of tRNAs substituted at position 37 with

either 2- or

8

-azidoadenosine was assesed by both their amino acid

acceptance and their ability to bind to the

dependent manner.

Figure

9

P site

in a poly(U)-

compares the amino acid acceptance of both

tRNA derivatives with that of wild- type yeast tRNA

Phe
.

Substitution of

of the Y base with either 2- or 8-azidoadenosine had little effect on

aminoacylation.

While specific amino acid acceptance of the tRNA

derivatives was reduced approximately 25% compared to native tRNA

54

Phe

with azidoadenosine at position
Reconstruction of yeast tRNA
Scheme (modified from (67)).
(b) Electrophoresis of products
4-7 through a 20% polyacrylamide gel in the presence of 8M urea.
Fig
37.

7.

(a)

55

tRNA was
Enzymatic sequence analysis of [A37 tRNA
Fig 8.
reconstructed according to the scheme in Fig 7a with unmodifed A
position 37. The reconstructed tRNA was labeled at its 5' end using [7The tRNA was repurified on a
P]ATP and polynucleotide kinase.
denaturing 20% polyacrylamide gel and subjected to digestion with RNase
(specific for A residues), PhyM
T^ (specific for G residues),
(specific for A, U, and, to a lesser extent, C residues) or CL3
(specific for C residues) and electrophoresed through a denaturing 20%
polyacrylamide gel.
]
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.
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Fig 9. Amtnoacylation of native and reconstructed tRNAs.
Aliquots from
aminoacylation reaction mixtures were taken at the time intervals noted
and the tRNA precipitated with TCA. The incorporation of
H]Phe into
the tRNA variants was monitored by measuring the
H- radioactivity of the
TCA precipitates in a liquid scintillation counter.
(A) native
tRNA
[2N A37]tRNA
(#) 8N.jA37 tRNA
[

;

()

3

;

[
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]

.

1600

TIME (min)
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the charging level attained (1150 pmol/A

)

was quite sufficient for

binding and cross-linking them to the ribosomal A and
N-AcPhe- [2N A37]tRNA

Phe

and N-AcPhe- 8N A37 tRNA Phe were tested as
3
]

[

3

P sites.

ribosomal P-site substrates along with N-AcPhe-tRNA Phe

.

These

experiments were carried out by varying either 30S subunit or 70S
ribosome concentrations in the presence of either 30 ni or 20 mM Mg 2+

respectively (57,43).

Figure 10 demonstrates that the 2N^A- containing

derivative is almost as good a substrate for P-site binding to the 30S
subunits and 70S ribosomes as the wild- type tRNA; only slight increases
of the apparent K
8N.jA-

for complex formation were observed.

However, the

containing derivative was a poor substrate, whose maximum poly(U)-

dependent binding to 30S subunits and 70S ribosomes was reduced to 30
and 45%, respectively, relative to the control.

The most likely

explanation for the reduction in binding is that the tRNA is
conf ormationally heterogeneous.

This could result from the fact that

8N^A adopts the syn conformation around its glycosidic bond rather than
the more usual anti conformation (56)

.

Stacking forces in the anticodon

loop may lead to an equilibrium between the syn and anti conformations
of 8N A at position 37.

In this hypothesis,

it is presumed that the

3

population of tRNA with 8N A37 in the syn conformation is inactive with
3

respect to P-site binding, most probably due to distortion of the normal

anticodon loop structure.

This idea is reinforced by the fact that

position 37 can accommodate a wide variety of hypermodif ied bases, all
of which exist in the anti conformation.

Since the 8N A derivative
3

exhibited such poor binding to the ribosome, and the conformational
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Binding of native and reconstructed tRNAs to 30S ribosomal
Fig 10.
(a) tRNAs at a concentration of 0.24 /xM
subunits and 70S ribosomes.
were incubated with increasing concentrations of 30S subunits with or
without 0.25 mg/ml poly(U) for 15 min at 37°C in 50 mM Tris/Cl (pH 7.6),
150 mM NH^Cl and then chilled to 0°C prior to dilution and
30 mM MgCl
2
(b) tRNAs at a
filtration through nitrocellulose membranes.
concentration of 0.24 /iM were incubated with increasing concentrations
of 70S ribosomes either in the presence or absence of 0.25 mg/ml pol
for 15 min at 37°C in P-site binding buffer.
P] tRNA
(A) N-AcPhe+ poly(U); (A) W.AcPhe-[
P] tRNA
poly(UiN-AcPhe)
+ poly (U)
)N-AcPheP] [2NA37] tRNA
P] 2N A37 tRNA
(
poly(U); (#) N-AcPheP] [8N,A37]tRNA
+ poly(U); (O) N-AcPheP] [8N A37]tRNA
poly(U)
,

[

(

[

[

;

[

[
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[

]
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,

integrity of the anticodon loop was in question, cross - linking from

position 37 was carried out exclusively with the 2N A derivative.
3

Cross -linkinE of

[

2N A37 tRNA

Phe

1

^

to the Ribosome

P Site

Noncovalent binding of N-Ac[ H]Phe-[

P]

[

2N^A37 tRNA

to the P

]

site was carried out using a four-fold excess of 70S ribosomes over
tRNA, as described in Chapter

2.

Under these conditions, 75-80% of the

photoreactive tRNA was bound to ribosomes in the presence of poly(U)
(Table 2).

From 95-100% of the bound tRNA was puromycin-reactive

indicating that it was located in the P site (Table

2)

Although there

.

was no apparent binding of the tRNA to ribosomes in the absence of
poly(U)

,

as judged by the filter-binding assay, 40% of the input tRNA

was puromycin-reactive under these conditions (Table

2)

.

This indicates

that, although the non- coded tRNA* ribosome interaction is weak,

be specifically bound to the P site in the absence of mRNA.

tRNA can

Previous

studies by Nierhaus and his co-workers have also documented this

phenomenon (78).
absence of poly(U)

When the complexes, formed either in the presence or
,

were irradiated, significant cross-linking occurred.

In the presence of poly(U)

,

17.5-19% of the noncovalently bound tRNA was

cross-linked to the ribosomes; whereas, in the absence of poly(U)

,

the total input tRNA was cross-linked (Table 2).

Sucrose gradient centrifugation was used to measure the

distribution of cross -linked tRNA between 30S and 50S subunits and

64

9% of

Table

2.

Binding and cross-linking of 2N3A37-substituted

tRNAs 1

.

puromycin
reaction after

Binding
site

puromycin
poly(U)

EF-TuGTP

Bound 2

A

+

+

44.4%

A

+

-

5.5%

A

-

+

6.8%

P

+

-

P

-

E

poly(A)

percentages

reaction 3

treatment

with

EF-GGTP 3

62.3%

1.2%

cross-linking 3

15.3%

-

1.3%2

73.6%

97.1%

18.3%

-

8.4%

40.0%

-

35.4%

given are

1.

All

2.

Percent of input tRNA.

3.

Percent of bound tRNA.

averages

-

8.7% 2
8.4%

from three experiments.
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Sucrose gradient analysis of N-AcPhe- 2N^A37 tRNA
Fig 11.
(a) Irradiated
ribosome covalent complexescross- linked at the P site.
e
«ribosome complexes were centrifuged through
N-AcPhe-[
P] [2N A37] tRNA
3
10-30% sucrose gradients at 40,000 rpm for 135 min at 4°C in a Beckman
(b) The
VTi50 rotor to resolve 50S and 30S ribosomal subunits.
distribution of the cross -link between 16S rRNA and 30S subunit proteins
was assessed by centrifugation of the cross-linked 30S subunits through
5-20% sucrose gradients, in the presence of LiCl and SDS at 40,000 rpm
for 220 min at 10'C in a Beckman VTi50 rotor.
+ poly(U)
(^) poly(U).
[

]

,

()
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;

67

between their rRNA and protein components.

From the sucrose gradient

pattern depicted in Figure 11a, it was determined that 18% of the label
fractionated with 50S subunits and 82% with 30S subunits.

The 16S rRNA

and proteins from the 30S fraction were dissociated on a second gradient
in the presence of LiCl and SDS (Fig lib).

From this analysis, it was

determined that 25% of the cross -link was to the 16S rRNA, while 75% was

recovered in the 3-5S fraction and was attached to protein.
digestion with RNases

After

and A, the labeled protein fraction was

resolved by both SDS-PAGE and

2

-dimensional PAGE (Fig 12).

Since

ribonuclease digestion of the labeled protein fraction leaves the

pentanucleotide ApA

32

p2N^ApV>p attached to the cross - linked protein,

it

will exhibit decreased mobility in any gel system relative to its

unlabeled counterpart.

With this in mind, it is apparent from both gels

that the labeled protein is most likely S7

.

This identification was

confirmed by an immunological assay in which antibodies against each of
the small ribosomal subunit proteins were screened for reactivity with
the labeled protein (Fig 13).

Furthermore, it was found that the

appearance of the label in the 50S fraction was misleading since it was
only reactive with antibodies to protein S7.

The antibodies used to

screen for the apparent 50S subunit protein cross-link were chosen on
the basis of the mobility of the labeled protein relative to unlabeled
50S subunit proteins in an SDS-polyacrylamide gel.

To confirm that the cross -links formed were to the P site, covalent
70S complexes were reacted with puromycin prior to separation of the

subunits, and the

[

H]Phe radioactivity was quantitated in each fraction

of the sucrose gradient (Fig 14).

The population of tRNA cross-linked

68

-protein
Gel electrophoresis of the N-AcPhe- 2N^A37 tRNA
Fig 12.
(a) Covalent tRNAcomplexes cross-linked at the ribosomal P site.
and A and the proteins
protein complexes were digested with RNases
The positions of
resolved on a one -dimensional SDS -polyacrylamide gel.
the proteins, stained with Coomassie blue, are indicated to the left of
the autoradiogram.
(b) Covalent tRNA-protein complexes were digested as
described above and the proteins resolved by two-dimensional
electrophoresis.
The positions of the proteins, stained with Coomassie
blue, are indicated by circles drawn on the autoradiogram.
[

69

]

70

Fig 13.
Immunological analysis of W-AcPhe- [2NA37] tRNA
-protein
complexes cross-linked at the ribosomal P site? Labeled 30S subunit
proteins were incubated wi^h agarose-bound antibodies against individual
ribosomal proteins (75).
P-radioactivity from the cross-linked tRNA
that sediments with the agarose is indicated.
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30S FRACTION
80

50S FRACTION
60

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

PROTEIN
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L9

L10 L11

S7

cross -linked to
Fig 14. Puromycin reactivity of N-AcPhe-I2N_A37] tRNA
e
«ribosome
Non-covalent N-Ac[ H] Phe- 2N A37 tRNA
the ribosomal P site.
complexes were irradiated with 300 -run light and half of the mixture
reacted with puromycin prior to separation of the subunits on 10^30%
H radioactivity from the cross-linked N-Ac[ H]Phesucrose gradj,|mts
(a) Complexes formed in
was monitored in each fraction.
2N^A37 tPvNA
(b) Complexes formed in the absence of
the presence of poly(U)
poly(U)
(0) - puromycin; (^) + puromycin.
[

.

[

]

.

.
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]

s
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,

to the ribosome,

either in the presence or absence of poly(U)

clearly puromycin- reactive
the covalent complexes.

;

up to 90% of the

3
[

,

was

H]Phe was released from

This indicates that cross -linking was to the P

site and that the energy of irradiation did not alter the tRNA* ribosome

interaction.

Analysis of the cross-links to 16S rRNA was carried out by using
oligonucleotide -directed cleavage of the rRNA with RNase H and/or primer

extension with reverse transcriptase.

Oligodeoxyribonucleotides

complementary to 16S rRNA sequences, spaced from 100-200 nucleotides
apart (Table

1)

,

were used for both the RNase H analysis and sequencing

with reverse transcriptase.
Cleavage of the photolabeled 16S rRNA by RNase H with

oligonucleotides spaced evenly throughout the 16S rRNA indicated that
the cross -link was within a small region toward the

3'

end of the rRNA.

Specifically, the site of cross-linking was narrowed down to a 91-base

sequence between U1307 and A1398 (Fig 15)

.

This assignment was based on

the production of a low molecular weight labeled RNA when

oligonucleotide 4 (Table

1)

was used but not when oligonucleotides

directed to sequences downstream from the target sequence of oligo 4
were used.

Staining the RNA in the polyacryl amide gel with Stains-all

confirmed that the latter oligonucleotides did direct specific cleavages
by RNase H in the nonlabeled RNA population (data not shown).

Primer extension of the 16S fraction with oligonucleotide

3

revealed unique stop sites at A1318 and A1360 in comparison to the
control (Fig 16).

The control contained a similar primer extension

reaction mixture in which the sample was prepared in parallel to the

75

RNase H analysis of 16S rRNA cross -linked to N-AcPheFig 15.
6
Cross -linked 16S rRNA was incubated with
in the P site.
[2N A37]tRNA
3
RNase H and oligonucleotides complementary to various sequences of the
16S rRNA (Table 1) and the reaction products were resolved on a
denaturing 5% polyacrylamide gel.
Incubation without either RNase H or
oligonucleotide (-E/-0); incubation with RNase H but without
oligonucleotide (+E/-0)
incubation in the presence of RNase H and
oligonucleotide 1, 2, 3, or 4.
;
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CROSS-LINKED
16S rRNA

RNase H DIGESTION

PRODUCT

Primer extension analysis of 16S rRNA cross-linked to N-AcPheCross-linked (XL) or control (Co) 16S
in the P site.
rRNA was hybridized to oligonucleotide 3 and cDNA was produced by
reverse transcription with AMV reverse transcriptase.
Control 16S rRNA
was sequenced with reverse transcriptase in the presence of each of the
four dideoxynucleotides
Primer -extension and sequencing reactions
were resolved on a denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel.
Sequencing lanes
are indicated by A, G, C, U; nucleotide position numbers in the 16S
rRNA are denoted by arrows to the left of the autoradiogram.
Reverse
transcriptase stops unique to the cross -linked sample are labeled on the
right side of the autoradiogram.
Fig 16.

[2N A37]tRNA

.
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cross -linked material, with the exception that native N-AcPhe-tRNA
was used instead of the photoreactive tRNA derivative.

The control

material went through all the same steps as the cross - linking sample,
including irradiation.

It has been established that modification of any

nucleotide in an RNA molecule will cause reverse transcriptase to stop
one base prior to the site of modification (79,80).

Therefore, it is

assumed that the sites to which N-AcPhe- 2N^A37 tRNA Phe was cross-linked
[

]

were bases C1317 and C1359.

A site

Binding of tRNA to the A site can be performed either in the
presence or the absence of EF-Tu.

The latter is non-enzymatic and

requires the use of W-acetylated tRNA and higher Mg

2+

A

concentrations.

prerequisite for enzymatic binding of aminoacyl - tRNA to the A site is
formation of ternary complex with EF-Tu«GTP.

Using a deacylation

protection assay in which the stability of the acyl bond is assayed in
either the presence or absence of EF-Tu«GTP (70), it was determined that
the acyl bond of

3
[

H] Phe-

[

2NA37 tRNA
]

3

Phe

was protected to a similar

extent as that of unmodified [H] Phe -tRNA

Phe

by EF-Tu«GTP (Fig 17).

As

anticipated, EF-Tu»GDP did not facilitate ternary complex formation (Fig
17).
19

•5

Binding of the

[

HjPhe-

[

P]

[2N^A37]tRNA

Phe
•

EF-Tu«GTP ternary

complex to the A site was facilitated by prefilling the P site with

deacylated tRNA

Phe

in 3- fold molar excess over ribosomes.

Under

conditions in which there was a photoreactive tRNA: ribosome input ratio

80

Deacylation assay for the formation of the PheFig 17.
p^ 6
e
was
H] Phe- 2NA37 tRNA
•EF-Tu'GTP ternary complex.
[2N-A37]tRNA
incubated at 37°C either alone (), in the presence of EF-Tu«GDP (O).
Aliquots were taken from the
or in the presence of EF-Tu-GTP (#).
reaction mixture at the times indicated and the tRNA was precipitated
with TCA.
H] -radioactivity associated with the precipitated tRNA was
measured and expressed as a percent of the TCA- insoluble radioactivity
in the aliquot taken at 0 min.
[

[
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of 1:4, 40-50% of the tRNA was bound in both a poly(U)- and EF-Tu«GTP-

dependent manner (Table

2)

.

These complexes were not reactive with

puromycin unless they were translocated with EF-G and GTP

After

.

translocation, 60-70% of the bound probe tRNA was puromycin- reactive
(Table 2).

However, when N-AcPhe- 2N^A37 tRNA
[

]

was bound non-

enzymatically to the A site and translocated to the

bound tRNA was puromycin- reactive
for,

.

P site,

all of the

This discrepancy can be accounted

at least in part, by the difference in the methods used for
3

3

detecting N-Ac[ Phe -puromycin versus
]

[

H]

Phe-puromycin

.

The former was

detected by ethyl acetate extraction and the latter by the membrane
filter assay.

The extraction with ethyl acetate is probably more

accurate than the filter assay for the following reason.
assay it is likely that some of the

3
[

H]

In the filter

Phe-puromycin adduct becomes

trapped with the ribosomes that are immobilized on the nitrocellulose
membrane, whereas extraction of JV-AcPhe- puromycin with ethyl acetate

cleanly separates the peptidyl transferase product away from the
ribosomes.

Therefore, it was concluded that the conditions used for

enzymatic binding of the azido- substituted tRNA to the A site were sitespecific.

In addition, A-site binding was strictly poly (U) -dependent as

evidenced both by the filter binding assay and by the total lack of

puromycin-reactivity of EF-G-GTP-treated samples which did not contain
poly(U)

(Table 2)

.

Irradiation of enzymatically formed A-site complexes led to
covalent attachment of 15% of the noncovalently bound Phe[2N A37]tRNA

Phe
.

Figure 18a demonstrates that labeling was dependent on

3

to the
the presence of poly(U) and that the cross -links were exclusively

83

-ribosome
Sucrose gradient analysis of Phe - 2N^ A3 7 tRNA
Fig 18.
Noncovalent
Phesite.
(a)
the
A
at
covalent complexes cross-linked
complexes were irradiated at 300 nm and
• ribosome A-site
[2N A37] tRNA
3
the subunits were resolved by centrifugation through 10-30% sucrose
(b)
The
gradients at 40,000 rpm for 135 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
distribution of the cross-link between 16S rRNA and 30S subunit protein
was assessed by by centrifugation of the 30S subunit fraction through 5
at 40,000 rpm
20% sucrose gradients, in the presence of LiCl and SDS
(#) + poly(U) (O) - poly(U)
for 220 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
[

]

,

.

;
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30S subunit.

The distribution of the cross-link between the 16S rRNA

and protein fractions was 35% and 65% respectively (Fig 18b).

SDS-PAGE

analysis of the RNase-digested protein fraction revealed that labeling
was not dependent on EF-Tu (Fig 19a)

eight-fold by EF-Tu (Table 2).

,

even though binding was stimulated

This is not surprising in view of the

fact that aminoacyl-tRNA can bind to the A site in the absence of EF-Tu
(81)

Although the filter assay indicated that binding under enzymatic

.

conditions was dependent on EF-Tu, weak interactions, such as poly(U)-

independent binding of tRNA to the

P site,

not detected by the filter assay.

One- and two-dimensional PAGE,

discussed earlier, are often

together with an immunological analysis, clearly demonstrated that the

protein labeled by Phe - 2N^A3 7 tRNA

Phe

]

[

in the A site was S7 (Fig 19).

The sites of cross -linking within the 16S rRNA were delineated by

primer extension with reverse transcriptase.

Stops in reverse

transcription, unique to the cross-linked sample, were found to occur at

bases C1136, A1227

,

A1229, A1238, A1250 and A1285 (Fig 20).

Therefore,

the labeled residues are U1135, C1226, C1228, C1237, C1249 and C1284.

E Site

Noncovalent E-site complexes were prepared by Petra Scheffer at the

Universitat Witten/Herdecke
directed to the

E site

,

FRG.

Deacylated

[

2N^A37 tRNA

Phe

]

was

by prefilling the A and P sites of poly(A)-

programmed ribosomes with tRNA

LyS

and then adding

[

2N A37 tRNA

Phe

]

.

3

site in this
Between 25 and 43% of the probe tRNA can be bound to the E

manner at a tRNA: ribosome input ratio of 1:15.
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Cross - linking was

.

-

Gelpglectrophoresis and immunological analysis of the PheFig 19.
-ribosome complex cross -linked at the A site.
(a)
[2N^A37]tRNA
Covalent tRNA-protein complexes were digested with RNases
and A and
electrophoresed through a one -dimensional SDS -polyacrylamide gel.
The
positions of the proteins, stained with Coomassie blue, are indicated to
the left of the autoradiogram.
The lanes from left to right are: cross
linked 70S ribosomes formed either in the presence or the absence of EFTu«GTP and purified, cross -linked 30S subunits formed either in the
presence or the absence of poly(U)
Both of the latter samples
contained EF-Tu«GTP.
(b) Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of
RNase-digested tRNA-protein complexes formed in the presence of EFTu«GTP and poly(U)
(c) Immunological analysis of cross-linked
protein.
The labeled protein was eluted from an SDS -polyacrylamide gel
and screened for reactivity with a panal of antibodies to ribosomal
proteins in the appropriate size class (75)
.

.
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-16S rRNA
Primer extension analysis of the Phe- 2NjA37 tRNA
Fig 20.
Cross-linked (XL) and control (Co) 16S rRNA samples
A-site cross-link.
were hybridized to oligonucleotide 4 and cDNA was produced by primer
Primer -extension and
extension with AMV reverse transcriptase.
sequencing reactions were resolved by electrophoresis through a
denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel. Nucleotide position numbers in the
16S rRNA sequence are indicated on the left side of the autoradiogram.
The stop sites unique to the cross-linked sample are denoted on the
right side of the autoradiogram.
[

89

]

C

U

A

G Co XL

90

.

estimated to range between 8-10% of the noncovalently bound population

upon irradiation at 300

Sucrose gradient centrifugation of the

nra.

irradiated complexes revealed that the label was incorporated only
into 30S subunits (Fig 21a).

It was determined that, on the average,

the cross -linking was evenly divided between 16S rRNA and protein

-distributions ranged from between 45:55 to 55:45 16S rRNA: protein (Fig
21b).

SDS-PAGE of the RNase-digested protein fraction indicated that a

single protein was labeled (Fig 22a)

.

The identity of the protein was

determined to be Sll by immunological analysis (Fig 22b)
Digestion of the 16S rRNA fraction with RNase H and specific
oligonucleotides indicated that the tRNA was cross -linked to a region of
the RNA spanning the

3'

This assignment was

-terminal 29 nucleotides.

made based on the fact that digestion of the cross -linked RNA, in the

presence of oligonucleotide

1

(Table 1)

,

produced low-molecular-weight

fragments which migrated slightly slower than uncross -linked tRNA on a

denaturing 5% polyacrylamide gel (Fig 23).

Since,

in this case,

the

digestion of the labeled 16S rRNA was greater than 60%, it was concluded
that the cross-link was most likely confined to the

conclusion was reinforced by two observations.

3'

end.

This

First, digestion of the

cross -linked RNA in the presence of oligonucleotides further upstream

from the

3'

end,

such as oligonucleotides 3-5, did not yield any large

labeled fragments corresponding to the

5'

-terminal product of the

cleavage reaction; and second, scanning upstream regions of the 16S rRNA

by primer extension with reverse transcriptase revealed no cross -linkspecific stops.

The minimal recognition site for RNase H is four base

pairs within an RNA»DNA heteroduplex (82).
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Therefore, even though the

-ribosome
Sucrose gradient analysis of the [2N.jA37]tRNA
Fig 21.
(a) Noncovalent
complex crosg^linked at the E site.
•ribosome E-site complexes were irradiated with 300-nm
[2N,A37]tRNA
light and the subunits resolved by centrifugation through 10-30% sucrose
(b) The
gradients at 40,000 rpm for 135 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
distribution of cross-link between the 16S rRNA and 30S subunit protein
was assesed by centrifugation of the labeled 30S subunits through 5-20%
sucrose gradients, in the presence of LiCl and SDS at 40,000 rpm for
220 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
(#) 2N,A37 tRNA
,

[
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]

.
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Fig 22.

Gel electrophoresis and immunological analysis of the
-ribo some complex cross-linked at the E site.
(a)
3
Covalent tRNA-ribosome complexes were digested with RNases T. and A
electrophoresed in an SDS -polyacrylamide gel.
The proteins, stained
with Coomassie blue, are indicated to the left of the autoradiogram.
(b) The labeled protein was purified on an SDS -polyacrylamide gel,
eluted, and screened for reactivity with antibodies to appropriate 30S
subunit proteins.
[2N A37]tRNA
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cross - linked to 16S
RNase H analysis of the 2N-A37 tRNA
Fig 23.
Cross -linked 16S rRNA was digested with RNase H in
rRNA at the E site.
the presence of oligonucleotides complementary to various sequences in
the 16S rRNA and the products were electrophoresed through a denaturing
Cross -linked 16S rRNA was incubated either in
5% polyacrylamide gel.
in the
the absence of both enzyme and oligonucleotide ( -01igo/-En)
or in
presence of enzyme and absence of oligonucleotide ( -01igo/+En)
the presence of enzyme and oligonucleotide 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
]

[

,

,
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I6S

RNA

RNA

'

3'

base of oligonucleotide

is complementary to C1510,

1

the largest

fragment that could be produced would result from cleavage on the

5

side of G1514, yielding a 29 nucleotide-long RNA fragment.

Cross -linking of

\

2N A76 tRNA

Phe

to the A Site

1

^

The ability of

3
[

H] Phe-

[

2N^A76 tRNA

Php

to form a ternary complex

]

with EF-Tu«GTP was tested by the deacylation protection assay described
earlier.
[

It was observed that the deacylation kinetics for Phe-

2N^A76 tRNA

Phe

was barely affected by the presence of EF-Tu«GTP

]

closely matched that of unmodified Phe -tRNA

Tu»GTP (Fig 24)

Phe

,

and

in the absence of EF-

This fact made it impossible to bind this azido-

.

substituted tRNA to the A site enzymatically

.

Therefore, the cross-

linking experiments were performed with complexes of N-AcPhe[

2N^A7 6 tRNA
]

Phe

bound non- enzymatically to the A site.

At a N-AcPhe - 2N^A76 tRNA

Phe

]

[

rribosome input ratio of 1:4, about 40%

The specificity of this

of the tRNA was bound to the A site.

interaction was judged by the criterion of puromycin reactivity before
and after EF-G-GTP-catalyzed translocation.

The puromycin reactivity of

the bound tRNA was absolutely dependent on translocation into the P
site,

whereas the W-AcPhe-tRNA

Phe

in the original complex yielded no

puromycin reaction, addition of EF-G and GTP rendered the aminoacyl-tRNA
almost fully puromycin reactive as judged by extraction of the N-AcPhe-

puromycin with ethyl acetate (Table

3)

.

Approximately 15% of the

noncovalently bound tRNA was cross -linked to the ribosome after
irradiation at 300

run

(Table 3).

Cross-linking was entirely to the SOS
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Deacylation assay for the formation of the Phee
H]Phe-[2N.A76]tRNA
was
•EF-Tu»GTP ternary complex.
[2N_A76] tRNA
[
incubated at 37°C alone (O), in the presence of EF-Tu«GDP (O), or in
Aliquots were taken at the times
the presence of EF-Tu«GTP (#).
indicated and the tRNA was precipitated with TCA. TCA- insoluble
radioactivity was measured in a liquid scintillation counter and
expressed as a percentage of the radioactivity in the aliquot taken a 0
min.
Fig 24.
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-ribosome
Sucrose gradient analysis of N-AcPhe- [ 2N^A76 tRNA
Fig 25.
(a) Noncovalent N-AcPhecomplexes cross -linked at the A site.
e
«ribosome complexes were irradiated with 300-nm light and
[2N-A76]tRNA
the subunits resolved by centrifugation through 10-30% sucrose gradients
(b) The distribution
at 40,000 rpm for 135 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
of the cross-link between 23S rRNA and 50S subunit protein was assessed
by centrifugation of the cross -linked 50S subunits through 5-20% sucrose
gradients, in the presence of LiCl and SDS at 40,000 rpm for 160 min at
10°C in a VTi50 rotor.
(#) + poly(U) (Q) - poly(U)
]

,

;
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Binding and cross-linking of 2N3A76-

Table

3.

tRNAs

to the

A

and 2N3A73-substituted

site 1 .

puromycin
reaction after

puromycin

tRNA

2N 3 A76

poly(U)

EF-TuGTP

+

2N 3 A76
2N 3 A73

+

2N 3 A73

+

2N 3 A73

1.

All

+

Bound 2

reaction 3

treatment

with

EF-GGTP 3

cross-linking 3

39.5

3.0%

98.9%

7.0%

3.7%

3.5%

1.9%2

50.4%

1.8%

65.2%

12.3%

3.2%

2.2%

1.6%2

17.6%

5.7%

+

5.7%

percentages given are averages

2.

Percent of input tRNA.

3.

Percent of bound tRNA.

from three experiments.
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subunit and was dependent on the presence of poly(U) (Fig 25a)

Although there appears to be a shoulder of 32 P associated with the 30S
subunits, analysis of this fraction showed that there was no 16S rRNA

labeled and that the only labeled proteins present were 50S subunit
proteins.

The cross -link was distributed equally between 23S rRNA and

protein (Fig 25b)
One -dimensional SDS-PAGE of the RNase ^-digested labeled 50S

subunit protein fraction revealed two labeled protein bands (Fig 26a)
These proteins were designated "a" and "b"; their relative proportions

varied between 50-70% and 30-50% respectively.

Both of the labeled

proteins migrated above cohorts of many small ribosomal proteins, so
that it was impossible to deduce their identities from the gel pattern.

Furthermore, two-dimensional gel analysis was also uninf ormative since,

when such small ribosomal proteins are labeled, the pentanucleotide
which remains attached to the protein causes it to migrate as an
amorphous smear quite far away from its unlabeled counterpart (43)
Both of the labeled proteins were purified by gel electrophoresis,

eluted from the gel and subjected to immunological analysis using a
panel of antibodies directed against proteins which migrated faster than
each of the cross -linked proteins in the gel.

The band labeled "a" in

the autoradiogram was found to contain protein L27 (Fig 26b).

However,

cross-linking product "b" did not react with antibodies to any of the
candidate ribosomal proteins.
this observation.

There are two possible explanations for

Either the site of labeling on protein "b" occluded

epitopes important for recognition of the protein by its antibody, or
the cross-linking is to an uncharacterized, and perhaps transient,
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Gelpglectrophoresis and immunological analysis of the JV-AcPhe
Fig 26.
-ribosome complex cross-linked at the A site.
(a) tRNA
[2N,A76]tRNA
and electrophoresed
protein complexes were digested with RNase
through a one -dimensional SDS-polyacrylamide gel.
The 50S subunit
proteins, stained with Coomassie blue, are indicated at the left side
the autoradiogram.
(b) Bands "a" and "b" were eluted from the SDSpolyacrylamide gel and screened for reaction with antibodies to
ribosomal proteins in the appropriate size class.
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ribosomal protein.

The site of cross -linking within the 23S rRNA has

not yet been characterized.

Cross-linking of

f

2N A73 tRNA

Phe

1

^

to the A Site

Deacylation protection assays indicated that
[

2N^A73 tRNA

Phe

]

H]Phe-

forms a ternary complex with EF-Tu»GTP that is equally

stable as that formed with unmodified Phe -tRNA

tested (Fig 27).

3
[

Phe

under the conditions

Therefore, cross - linking of this azido-substituted

tRNA to the A site was performed with enzymatically formed complexes.

Noncovalent complexes were formed exactly as described earlier for
Phe- [2N A37] tRNA

Phe
.

Between 40 and 50% of the tRNA was bound to the A

3

site in an EF-Tu- and poly(U) -dependent manner at a tRNA: ribosome input

ratio of 1:4 (Table 3).

The binding specificity was confirmed, as

before, by the criterion of puromycin reactivity.

The tRNA- ribosome

complexes were totally insensitive to reaction with puromycin prior to

translocation (Table 3).

After treatment with EF-G«GTP, approximately

60% of the Phe- [2N A73]tRNA

Phe

became puromycin reactive as judged by

3

Because of the apparent non-quantitative

the filter assay (Table 3).

nature of the method used for monitoring this assay, discussed earlier,
the actual puromycin reactivity was probably much greater than 60%.

Cross-linking of the Phe -[ 2N A7 3 tRNA

Phe
«

]

ribosome complex resulted in

3

the exclusive labeling of the 50S subunit (Fig 28a).

cross-link of W-AcPhe- 2NgA76 tRNA
[

]

,
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Again, as with the

a shoulder of radioactivity

Fig 27. Deacylation assay for the formation of the Phe6
was
Phe- 2N.A73 tRNA
•EF-Tu.GTP ternary complex.
[2N_A73]tRNA
incubated at 37°C alone (), in the presence of EF-Tu-GDP (O). or in
Aliquots of the reaction mixture were
the presence of EF-Tu«GTP (#).
taken at the time points indicated and the tRNA was precipitated with
TCA.
TCA- insoluble radioactivity was expressed as a percentage of the
TCA- insoluble radioactivity in the aliquot taken at 0 min.
,

[
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TIME (min)
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-ribosome
Sucrose gradient analysis of the Phe - [ 2N^A7 3 ] tRNA
Fig 28.
(a) Noncovalent Phecomplex cross^linked at the A site.
'ribosome complexes were irradiated with 300 -nm light and
[2NjA73]tRNA
the subunits were resolved by centrifugation through 10-30% sucrose
(b) The
gradients at 40,000 rpm for 135 min at 4°C in a VTi50 rotor.
distribution of the cross-link between 23S rRNA and 50S subunit proteins
was assessed by centrifugation of the cross -linked 50S subunits through
5-20% sucrose gradients, in the presence of LiCl and SDS at 40,000 rpm
for 160 min at 10 e C in a VT150 rotor.
(#) + poly(U) (Q) - poly(U).
,

;
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associated with the 30S peak proved to be a red herring.

Analysis of

the labeled 50S subunits demonstrated that the cross-linking was mostly
to the protein fraction with only 10% of the label attached to the 23S

rRNA (Fig 28b).

One -dimensional SDS-PAGE analysis of the cross-linked

protein fraction demonstrated that cross -linking was dependent on both
the presence of EF-Tu and poly(U)

(Fig 29a)

.

It also indicated that the

majority of the label migrated as a single band with a mobility similar
to that of cross-linking product "a" observed in A-site labeling with N-

AcPhe- [2N A76] tRNA

Phe

(Fig 26a).

3

Like product "a", the identity of the

labeled protein was shown to be L27 by an immunological assay (Fig 29b)
The other faint bands on the autoradiogram were determined to be non-

ribosomal proteins or artifacts since antibodies to several other 50S
subunit proteins in the same size class failed to react positively with
them.

Furthermore, the appearance of these extra bands was variable as

indicated by comparison of the "+ poly(U)" and "+ EF-Tu" lanes in Figure
29a, both of which contained EF-Tu»GTP but represented separate

experiments.

As the 23S rRNA fraction was such a minor portion of the

cross -link, it was not analysed further.

Cross -linkinE of

f

8N . A73 tRNA

Phe

1

Substitution of A73 in yeast tRNA

Phe

to the A Site

with 8N A rendered the tRNA

poor substrate for aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase.

a

3

The

[

8N^A73 tRNA

specific amino acid acceptance of only 188 pmol/A 26Q unit.

]

Phe

had a

Since it has

been established that A73 is an important recognition element for the
phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase (83), it was not surprising that occupation
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Gel electrophoresis and immunological analysis of the PheFig 29.
(a) tRNA-ribosome complex cross-linked at the A site.
2N , A7 3 tRNA
and electrophoresed
protein complexes were digested with RNase
The lanes, from left to right, are:
through an SDS-polyacrylamide gel.
70S ribosomes cross-linked in either the presence or absence of poly(U)
70S ribosomes cross-linked in either the presence of absence of EFTu«GTP.
Both of the latter samples containing poly(U)
and cross-linked
50S and 30S subunits isolated from the sucrose -gradient separation of
subunits from cross -linked 70S ribosomes in the presence of EF-Tu»GTP
and poly(U)
(b)
The labeled protein in either the 50S or 30S fraction
was eluted from an SDS-polyacrylamide gel and screened for reaction with
antibodies to ribosomal proteins of the appropriate size class.
[

]

;

.
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of that position with an adenosine which is not only modified but also

favors the syn conformation interferes substantially with

aminoacylation.

While the aminoacylation of

[

8N A73 tRNA

Phe

]

3

was

minimal, enzymatic A- site binding was still attempted since the

formation of ternary complex between EF-Tu«GTP and deacylated tRNA has

been documented (84)

.

It was found that binding of this probe to the A

site was both poly(U)- and EF-Tu-GTP- dependent; 35% of the tRNA was

bound in the presence of poly(U) and EF-Tu*GTP, whereas only 6% was
bound when either poly(U) or EF-Tu»GTP were omitted.

Even though A-site

binding could not be assayed by the puromycin criterion, since
aminoacylation was so poor, the absolute dependence of binding on the
presence of both poly(U) and EF-Tu'GTP strongly indicated that the A
site was occupied.

Irradiation of the [8N^A73]tRNA

Phe

•ribosome

complexes resulted in the covalent attachment of 12% of the

noncovalently bound tRNA as judged by the filter assay. Analysis of the
cross-link by one -dimensional SDS-PAGE revealed that a single protein
was labeled in both a poly(U)- and EF-Tu«GTP-dependent manner (Fig 30).
The labeled protein migrates exactly to the same position in the gel as
the labeled protein identified as L27 in the cross -linking of both N-

AcPhe- [2N A76]tRNA
3

Phe

and Phe- 2N A73 tRNA
]

[

Phe

to the A site.

3

the cross-linked protein was tentatively identified as L27.
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Therefore,

-ribosome complex
Gel electrophoresis of the [8N,A73]tRNA
Fig 30.
8N^A73 tRNA-protein complexes were
cross-linked at the A site.
and electrophoresed through an SDS -polyacrylamide
digested with RNase
gel.
The lanes, from left to right, are:
70S ribosomes cross -linked in
the presence of both EF-Tu-GTP and poly(U)
70S ribosomes cross-linked
in the presence of poly(U) but with no EF-Tu«GTP; and 70S ribosomes
cross-linked in the presence of EF-Tu»GTP but with no poly(U)
[

]

;

.
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CHAPTER

4

DISCUSSION

Azi do adenosines were choosen as photoaf f inity probes to incorporate
into tRNA molecules since they have the distinct advantage of forming

very short-range cross -links by the production of highly reactive
nitrene radicals that can insert into a wide variety of chemical bonds
(85).

The cross-linking targets are expected to be within 2-3 A from

the modified adenosine.

Therefore, components which are labeled must be

in the immediate neighborhood of the azidonucleoside

.

An additional

advantage is that aryl azides are photoreactive at 300 nm -a wavelength
of light which does not appear to alter the biological activity of the

ribosome. Cross-linking azido-substituted tRNA molecules to the

ribosomal tRNA binding sites has resulted in the labeling of just a few
ribosomal components.
site,

Although six nucleotides were labeled in the A

they appear to form a coherent neighborhood according to the

predicted tertiary structure of the 16S rRNA (18,19).

This is in

contrast to most other tRNA- ribosome cross -linking studies which have
led to the labeling of a wide variety of ribosomal proteins and rRNA

nucleotides which appear to be dispersed over the surface of the
ribosome (42)

.

The fact that replacement of tRNA nucleotides with

of the
azidoadeosine produces probes which label such a limited portion

ribosome surface attests to the specificity of these cross-linking
reagents.

A and
The specificity of the cross - linking to the ribosomal

performed either
sites was stringently monitored by puromycin assays

with or without the addition of EF-G.
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For P-site cross-linking, it was

P

.

,

clearly demonstrated that the cross -linked population of tRNA molecules
was almost fully puromycin- reactive (Fig 14).

While it was impossible

to directly assay the cross-linked population in the A site experiments,
it was shown that noncovalent binding of the aminoacylated tRNA was

exclusively to the A site.

Furthermore, in an A site-binding experiment

with deacylated tRNA, the tRNA was still apparently directed to the A
site since both binding and cross-linking were dependent on the presence
of EF-Tu»GTP (Fig 30).

The high degree of binding and labeling

specificity was fully reproducible for every A and P site cross -linking
experiment; thus, only the ribosomal components which are in

juxtaposition to the tRNA in various states of translation were labeled.
Since labeling was either from the anticodon loop, with the 2N A373

containing probe, or from the aminoacyl end, with 2N,jA76- and 2N A733

labeled tRNAs

,

these studies contribute to our understanding of the

topography of both the decoding domain and the peptidyl transferase
center
In the following sections,
of these two functional sites.

I

will discuss in detail the topography

In order to describe the topography of

functional sites on the ribosome, it is convenient to refer to the

characteristic morphological features of the 30S and 50S subunits

observed in electron micrographs as landmarks (Fig 1).
as seen in Figure 1,

These features,

are labeled the "body," "platform," "cleft" and

"head" of the 30S subunit, and the "LI ridge," "central protuberance"

and "L7/L12 stalk" of the 50S subunit.

In addition,

it is useful to

refer to the solvent or interface sides of the subunits in describing
the locations of certain ribosomal components
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Views of the solvent

side of the 30S subunit and the interface side of the 50S subunit

represented in Figures 2a, b and 2f,g, respectively.

Topography of the Decoding Region

It is known from electron microscopy studies that the decoding

domain is located in the "cleft" of the 30S subunit (10-12).

As

previously discussed, the wobble base of tRNA^ Val can be cross-linked to
C1400 in the 16S rRNA.

The site of this covalent interaction has been

determined independently by either immune electron microscopy (10) or
computerized image averaging of electron micrographs (11) of the
complex.

Both of these approaches identify the "cleft" as the site of

the anticodon«C1400 interaction.

Furthermore, using DNA hybridization

electron microscopy, a biotinylated oligodeoxynucleotide complementary
to the 16S rRNA sequence 1392-1407 was found to reside in the same

location -namely, in the "cleft" of the 30S subunit and level with the
"neck" separating the "body" from the "head" (12).

Even though there is

a moderate degree of error associated with each of these techniques,

it

is quite striking that all three studies suggest that the same

topographical features comprise the decoding domain.

Therefore,

the

location of ribosomal components on the 30S subunit will be discussed

using C1400 or the "cleft" as a reference point.

Since the dimensions

of tRNA are known, one can use azidoadenosine- substituted tRNAs as

molecular yardsticks.
tRNA

Phe
)

is about 10

For example, the wobble base (Gm34 in yeast

A away from 2N A37 in yeast [2N A37]tRNA
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Phe
.

Therefore, anything cross-linked to position 37 is roughly 10-12 A from
C1400.

[2N A371tRNA

Phe

-protein Cross-links

It is quite clear from this study that the anticodon is in contact

with S7 in both the A and P sites.

Since,

in cross-linking studies by

Brimacombe and co-workers, proteins S18 and S21 are cross-linked from
the A- and P-site codons of mRNA (48,50), S7 must be a close neighbor of

these proteins.

This is in apparent contradiction to the neutron

scattering map of 30S subunit proteins which places the center of mass
for protein S7 81 A away from that of S18 and 59 A away from that of S21
(13)

.

Both immune electron microscopy and neutron scattering place S7

above the cleft, midway between the top and bottom of the "head".
However,

it is apparent from the data reported here that protein S7 is

also in the cleft at the site of codon* anticodon interaction.

best explained if S7 adopts an elongated form in the ribosome.
physical studies indicate that S7

This is

Several

in solution, is at least moderately

,

elongated with an axial ratio up to 8:1 (21).

Therefore,

it is

important to view the antigenic sites of any given protein on the
ribosome as reflecting the location of only a single point or region of
that protein.

In the case of S7,

I

hypothesize that this protein

extends from the middle of the right side of the "head" (when viewed
at the
from the interface side) down into the "cleft" of the 30S subunit

site of decoding (Fig 31)

.

The fact that the A and P site codons in the

mRNA label proteins S18 and S21, and that the base just
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3'

to the

Model for the orientation of A, P and E site-bound tRNAs on the
Fig 31.
Antigenic sites for proteins S7, Sll and S13 are indicated
30S subunit.
by cross-hatched areas and are derived from immune electron microscopy
studies from the laboratories of Stoffler and Lake (3,4).
Protein
locations as determined by neutron scattering (13) are indicated by
empty circles.
(a) depiction of the 30S subunit without tRNAs.
(b) 30S
subunit with tRNAs positioned according to Wower & Zimmermann (101) and
this dissertation.
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anticodon labels S7 in both of these sites, implies that the path of the

mRNA in the decoding region may be in a groove formed between protein

S7

and proteins S18 and S21.

Additional evidence for the presence of S7 at the decoding site
comes from single protein ommission reconstitution experiments (SPORE)

and tetracycline -ribosome cross - linking studies.

The SPORE studies were

originally carried out in Nomura's laboratory (88) and later by
Cooperman and co-workers (89).

Both studies indicated that ribosomal

particles lacking protein S7 bound aminoacyl-tRNA in the A site 86% less

efficiently than intact particles.

The interpretation of Nomura's work

was not that clear since his SPORE particles lacked four proteins in

addition to S7.

However, Cooperman was able to construct particles

which were almost exclusively S7-deficient by reconstituting the 30S
subunits under conditions of much lower ionic strength than used by
Nomura.

Cooperman'

s

group also found that tetracycline, an antibiotic

which interferes with A-site binding, labels only protein S7 (90)
While this last finding does not necessarily support a direct tRNA-S7
interaction, it is certainly suggestive that one may exist.

Another example of a 30S subunit protein adopting an elongated form
in the ribosome may come from protein S13.

The location of S13, as

judged by both immune electron microscopy (3,4) and neutron scattering
(13),

is at the top of the "head" towards the interface side of the 30S

subunit (Fig 2a, b and Fig 31).

As discussed in Chapter

1,

protein S13

must extend from the top of the "head" to within 28 A of the base of the
"cleft" in order to reconcile the cross -linking results from this

containing
laboratory, in which a P site-bound anticodon arm derivative
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N A at position 43 was cross-linked to S13 (59), with the other
topographical data pertaining to S13.
In Figure 31, the orientation of A, P and E site-tRNAs on the 30S

subunit is shown to be from left to right when viewed from the interface
side of the subunit.

This is in agreement with the known

5'

to

3

orientation of the mRNA on the 30S subunit being from right to left as
determined by immune electron microscopy (87)

.

In addition,

short-range

cross -links from the top of the anticodon stem to protein S10 from the A
site (40) and S13 from the P site (59)

,

are in complete agreement with

this model.

When [2N^A37]tRNA
Sll was labeled.

Phe

is

bound to the E site and irradiated, protein

Protein Sll has been found to be located at the top of

the "platform" of the 30S subunit by immune electron microscopy (see Fig
2a)

(3,4).

The localization of the anticodon-E site interaction to this

topographical feature is in agreement with the left to right orientation
of the A, P and E site -bound tRNAs depicted in Figure 31.

It is

interesting to note that a trinucleotide P site-codon analog,

derivatized at its

5'

end with a long-range photoaf f inity probe, was

cross-linked to Sll in a previous study (91).

Additionally, protein Sll

has been implicated as being close to the P site since it has been

cross-linked to the initiation factor IF3 (92).
which can
It should be noted that there are some valid criticisms

made of the E site cross - linking experiments.

whereas binding of tRNA

with puromycin,
to the A or P site can be confirmed by reaction
exists no good assay for determining E site-occupancy.

there

Furthermore,

message, and
since the E site complexes were formed with noncognate
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.

Nierhaus and co-workers present convincing evidence that there is a

requirement for an anticodon-codon interaction at the

E site

(22),

it is

possible that the E site complexes which were formed were not
structurally or functionally analogous to in vivo-formed complexes.

[

2N^ A37 tRNA

Phe
-

]

16S rRNA Cross -links

In the P site, W-AcPhe - 2N.jA37 tRNA
]

[

C1359 of the 16S rRNA (Fig 32).

Phe

labels nucleotides C1317 and

These positions are within a segment of

the 16S rRNA that forms part of the binding site for protein S7 (93).

Nucleotide C1317 is conserved in all small subunit rRNAs but those of

mitochondria (94) and lies immediately next to

protein S7 (93)

.

a

base protected by

Base C1359 is universally conserved (94) and is

protected from chemical modification by protein S7 (93)

.

The fact that

these cross - linking sites lie at or next to sites of protection by S7,

and that P site-bound [2N^A37]tRNA also labels S7, reinforces the

assertion that a single tRNA binding site has been labeled.

Since there

is no change in the reactivity of nucleotide 1359 to chemical probes in

response to P site-bound tRNA (26), it is an intriguing possibility that
a C1359-S7 contact is replaced by a C1359-tRNA(N37)

contact.

It can be concluded from the results of cross -linking N-AcPhe[2N A37]tRNA

Phe

no more than

6

to the 16S rRNA that nucleotides 1317 and 1359 must be

A from one another.

This is based on the fact that

covalent bonds formed between an azidonucleotide and its labeling target
are 2-3 A in length.

coli

tRNA^ 1

,

5
Furthermore, since cmo U34, the wobble base of E

becomes cross-linked to C1400 via a
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3-

to 4-A cyclobutane

Positions of A, P and E site cross-links within the secondary
Fig 32.
The secondary structure of 16S rRNA is from
structure of the 16S rRNA.
C14pg is identified by a triangle.
Bases crossStern et al (18).
e
bound to the P site are boxed.
Bases crosslinked to 2N-A37 tRNA_,
5
Pne
linked to [2N^A37] tRNA
bound to the A site are circled. An intra-16S
rRNA cross -linked by Brimacombe et al (19) is indicated by a doubleheaded arrow connecting U1126 to A1280.
[

]
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dimer (95), and nucleotide 34 in tRNA is about 10 A away from position
37, nucleotides 1317 and 1359 must both be within 10-15 A of C1400.

It is interesting to examine these 16S rRNA cross -links in relation
to the current models for the tertiary folding of the RNA.

Nucleotide

1317 is located in the loop region that terminates helix 42
1359 is in the terminal loop of helix 43 (Fig 33b).

model (19)

,

,

and base

In Brimacombe's

the loops associated with helices 42 and 43 are juxtaposed

at the top of the "head" of the 30S subunit.

While my cross - linking

results also indicate that these two loops must be close, they also

suggest that they must also be quite close to C1400 as discussed above.
This would require either a drastic lowering of both helices into the

cleft or a 180° rotation of helix 43 in the x-y plane along with a

lowering of helix 42.

While these manipulations and their consequences

with respect to the rest of the proposed structure of the 16S rRNA are

hard to envision, it is clear that major alterations of the structure
are required for Brimacombe's model to fit these cross -links.

However,

in Noller's model (18), the bases C1317 and C1359 are not only located

close to one another but are also positioned closer to C1400 (Fig 33a)
In the A site, Phe- [2N^A37] tRNA

Phe

was found to cross-link to

nucleotides U1135, C1226, C1228, C1237, C1249 and C1284.

All of these

nucleotides, with the exception of the first base mentioned, are located

within a small region of the 16S rRNA within the S7 binding site (Fig
32).

Interestingly, nucleotide U1135 must be close to this region since

U1126 has been directly cross-linked to A1280 (Fig 32) (19).

While the

they
number of sites labeled within the 16S rRNA may appear to be large,
of the
are confined to a fairly small area in the tertiary structures
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Positions of the A, P and E site cross-links in two models for
Fig 33.
(a) Model from Stern et al (18) with
the tertiary folding of 16S rRNA.
cross-linked bases highlighted by either squares for P site cross-links
(b) Model from Brimacombe et al (19)
or circles for A site cross-links.
with regions of the RNA outlined that are specific for either A, P or E
site cross-links.
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16S rRNA proposed separately by Brimacombe and Noller (Fig 33).

The

multiple sites of labeling may simply reflect the nature of A-site
binding.

In order to select cognate aminoacyl-tRNA, the interaction of

tRNA with ribosomal components in the A site must be relatively loose so
that the anticodon«codon interaction can make the primary contribution
to the binding constant at the A site.

Consistent with this idea is the

fact that the affinity of tRNA for the A site is ten-fold lower than

that for the P site (81).
It is striking that,

in Brimacombes

'

s

model for the tertiary

folding of 16S rRNA, the nucleotides cross-linked to position

37

in the

A site are located to the left of the P site-cross-linked nucleotides

when viewed from the interface side of the subunit (Fig 33b).
course,

This, of

is consistent with the model of tRNA orientation on the ribosome

depicted in Figure 31.

While in Noller 's model of the 16S rRNA the

bases cross -linked at the A site may be slightly to the left of the Psite cross -linked bases, what is more noticable is that these

nucleotides are positioned almost directly above the P-site bases (Fig
33a).

In both Brimacombe's and Noller's models, the nucleotides labeled

from the anticodon loop in the A site are placed rather high on the
"head" of the subunit.

Since proteins S7 and S13 interact with roughly

the same region of the 16S rRNA, as determined by either chemical

footprinting (87,93) or protein-16S rRNA cross-linking data (19), and
places S7
both models rely heavily on the neutron scattering map which
and, particularly,

S13 near the top of the "head" of the 30S subunit,

region of the RNA.
is clear what guided their positioning of this
on the cross-links reported in this dissertation,
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it

Based

it seems reasonable to

lower the group of A-site cross-linked bases closer to C1400 in both
models, and thus to a position lower on the "head" of the 30S subunit.
In the E site,

[

2N^A37 tRNA
]

Phe

was cross-linked to protein Sll and

a small region of the 16S rRNA spanning the 3'

29 nucleotides of the 16S

Although no physical interaction between this region of the RNA

rRNA.

and protein Sll has ever been observed, both Sll and this segment of the

RNA has been localized to the "platform" by immune electron microscopy
(3,4).

The fact that the antigenic sites for the

3'

end of 16S rRNA and

protein Sll overlap strengthens the argument that the anticodon of the

E

site -bound tRNA is located at the top right of the "platform" when the
30S subunit is viewed from the interface side.

It is interesting to

note that a slight decrease in translational accuracy has been observed
in an £. coli strain lacking the ability to methylate bases A1518 and

A1519 (96)

,

which are located within the cross -linked 16S rRNA segment.

Therefore, this region of the RNA may play some role in the proposed

allosteric relationship between the E and A site discussed previously in
Chapter

1.

The deduction of the sites of cross-linking within 16S rRNA by

primer extension has some potential flaws which should be mentioned.

It

was not possible to control for artifacts arising due to the presence of
the cross -linked tRNA as opposed to the cross -link per se.

It is

possible that the bulk of the tRNA, covalently linked to the 16S rRNA,
blocked
formed noncovalent interactions with the 16S rRNA which somehow
the reverse transcriptase.

Alternatively, formation of the cross -link

also resulting
may have altered the secondary structure of the 16S rRNA,
in termination of reverse transcription.
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However, both of these

.

.

possibilities seem unlikely since the primer extension reactions were

performed at 50° C -a temperature which should at least partially melt
the 16S rRNA structure.

Topography of the Peptidvl Transferase Center

It has been established that a small group of 50S subunit proteins
is in close association with the peptidyl transferase center

As discussed in the Chapter

1,

these proteins are L27

,

L2

,

(42-44)

L15 and L16,

all of which have been localized by immune electron microscopy to the

valley between the "central protuberance" and the "LI ridge"

.

In

addition, it has been determined that several nucleotides from the

central loop of domain V are labeled from the aminoacyl moiety of both A
and P site-bound tRNAs (38) and by puromycin (97), an analog of the

end of tRNA that binds to the A site.

labeled from the

3'

3'

Also, G1945 of domain IV has been

nucleotide of tRNA in the P site (44).

This

requires that domain IV be closely associated with the central loop of

domain V.

This is supported by intra- 23S rRNA cross - linking data of

Stiege et al (103)

,

and has been incorporated into an initial model of

the tertiary folding of the 23S rRNA within the 50S subunit by

Brimacombe and co-workers (20)
Photoaffinity- labeling studies by Wower et al imply that the

protein most closely associated with the
L27 (43,44).

end of tRNA in the P site is

Azidonucleotides substituted for either A76 or A73 label

predominantly L27
73,

3'

,

with smaller amounts of L2 cross-linked from position

position 76.
and minimal amounts of L15 and L16 cross-linked from
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Interestingly, when tRNA

Phe

is placed in the E site,

again with

azidoadenosines at either position 76 or 73, the sole target for

labeling is protein L33

(J.

Wower,

Zimmermann, unpublished data).

Scheffer, W. Wintermeyer and R.A

P.

This shows that there is a clear

topographical demarcation between the P and E sites with respect to the
3'

end of tRNA.

Protein L33 has been cross-linked to protein L27,

indicating that they are close neighbors on the 50S subunit
addition, L33 has been cross-linked to protein LI (7)

.

(7)

In

.

Since immune

electron microscopy suggests that protein LI occupies the ridge at the
upper left corner of the 50S subunit, when viewed from the interface
side, L33 must be just to the left of L27 and to the right of LI in this

view of the subunit.

This information, in combination with the fact

that EF-Tu interacts with proteins L6

,

L10 and Lll, localized near the

L7/L12 ridge on the right of the interface by immune electron
microscopy, indicates that the A, P and E sites are oriented right to
left on the subunit interface of the 50S particle (Fig 34)

This model

.

for the location of tRNA is in accord with that for the 30S subunit, if,
as in the model of the 70S ribosome,

the central protuberance of the 50S

subunit is close to the head of the 30S subunit.

Yeast tRNA

Phe

substituted at either position 76 or 73 with

2-

azidoadenosine, labels predominantly protein L27 at the ribosomal A
s

ite.

tRNA
In the case of Phe- 2N.A73
3
[

]

Phe
,

L27 is the only protein

labeled along with negligible (<10%) amounts of 23S rRNA.
[2N A76]tRNA

Phe

N-AcPhe-

labels 23S rRNA and protein in roughly equal amounts.

3

two proteins,
The protein fraction of the cross -link is divided between

non- ribosomal
L27 (50-70%) and an unidentified, and perhaps
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protein.
,

A model for tRNAs bound to the 50S subunit in the A, P and E
Fig 34.
sites.
(a) 50S subunit with tRNAs bound to the A and P sites.
(b) 50S
subunit with tRNAs bound to the P and E sites and to the R site with EFTu.
From Wower and Zimmermann (101).
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The fact that L27 is the major target for labeling from positions 76 and
73 of tPvNA

Phe

in both the P site and the A site indicates that this

protein is central either structurally or functionally to the peptidyl
transferase center.

While a mutant strain of E. coli which produces

ribosomes lacking protein L27 has a cold-sensitive phenotype, active
ribosomes are still produced (98)

.

In addition, Nierhaus and co-workers

have demonstrated that 70S ribosomes, formed with 50S subunits lacking
L27

are still active in poly(U) -directed polyphenylalanine synthesis

,

However, in neither of these studies were the ribosomes optimally

(99).

active.

Therefore,

it seems more likely that L27 is a structural

component of the peptidyl transferase center which may act to stabilize
an active conformation of the 23S rRNA.

Implicit in this hypothesis is

the assumption that the peptidyl transferase activity is a function of
the 23S rRNA acting as a ribozyme.
It is interesting to note that Budowsky's group has labeled L27

from the central fold of tRNA in both the P site and the A site by UV-

irradiation of E. coli tRNA
(40)

.

Phe

«ribosome complexes with 254-nm light

Recognizing that the distance between the central folds of tRNAs

in the P and A site is about 35 A (28,29) and from the aminoacyl end to
the central fold about 50 A,

it is difficult to understand how L27,

protein of only 84 amino acids, can cover such a large area.

a

To do

least 25 A.
this, L27 would have to have a radius of gyration of at
fact,

gel-filtration studies of L27 indicate that it

highly extended proteins in the 50S subunit (21).

is one of the most

If such a small

a surface
protein is really extended over such a large area, covering

coaxial helix of the
which is in contact with the entire acceptor/TV-C
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tRNA molecule in both A and P sites, it is almost inescapable that this

protein must play some functional role in translation.

From a

structural point of view, it is interesting to note that Frank and his
co-workers have observed a deep depression in the interface side of the
50S subunit, just below the "central protuberance"

(5).

This

topographical feature has been dubbed the "interface canyon".

It has

been suggested by immune electron microscopy data that the growing
peptide chain exits the ribosome on the solvent side of the 50S subunit
(100).

Furthermore, the location of this site appears to be continuous

with a channel to the interface canyon

(5)

.

These two observations make

it quite plausible that the A and P sites are located within this

topographical feature.

In accord with this idea would be the immersion

of the aminoacyl arms of the A and P site-tRNAs into this canyon as

depicted in Figure 34.

It is possible, then,

that this depression in

the 50S subunit is, at least, partially lined with protein L27.
It should be emphasized that the cross-linking of N-AcPhe[2N A76]tRNA

Phe

to the A site was non- enzymatic

.

Therefore,

it is

3

likely that the tRNA was located in the so-called A/P binding site (25)

.

bound to the A
So, while the anticodon end of the tRNA was certainly
assays,
site on the 30S subunit, as indicated by the puromycin

possible that the
50S subunit.

3'

it is

end of the tRNA was at, or near, the P site on the

reactive
Since tRNA bound to the A/P site is not puromycin

site of interaction of
prior to translocation, it is probable that the
the

3'

between the A and
end of tRNA in this binding state is somewhere

P sites.

second unidentified
Therefore, while the labeling of L27 and a

it was certainly to a
protein was probably not from the true A site,
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location on the ribosome physically close to the peptidyl transferase
center.

However, Phe- 2N^A73 tRNA
[

Phe

]

was enzymatically bound to the A

site and both binding and cross - linking were absolutely dependent on EFTu-GTP.

There are two possible explanations why the second, unidentified,

protein labeled by N-AcPhe- 2N^A76 tRNA Phe bound non- enzymatically to
[

]

the A site, has escaped identification.

First,

it is conceivable that

the tRNA in the tRNA-Lx adduct occluded epitopes important for the

recognition of the labeled protein by the antibodies used.

However,

this seems unlikely since polyclonal antibodies, which should recognize

multiple epitopes on the protein, were used in the assay.

Therefore, it

is more likely that this unidentified protein is either a non-ribosomal

protein, or a protein that is only transiently associated with the
ribosome.

If the latter is true,

it is quite intriguing since it may

suggest that this protein plays the role of a cofactor in the peptidyl

transferase reaction.

However, it should be pointed out that the

peptidyl transferase center has been studied intensely for many years
and no such factor has been found. Recently, several new ribosomal

proteins have been identified (102).

The proteins described are

apparently very weakly associated with the ribosome and may only be
transiently bound.

It is interesting that all of these proteins have

molecular weights from 5000 to 7000 daltons which would make them likely
candidates for the unidentified cross -linked protein.

However, there

which are
are no antibodies directed against these new proteins

currently available
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